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ABSTRACT 
 

Carsharing organizations are nowadays faced with the emergence of new markets due to the 

growing popularity of their services. To be able to keep up with the growing demand, they have to 

constantly adapt their network and balance their stations capacities by implementing new strategies. 

The decision makers rely nowadays on an intuitive and iterative strategy selection process, which often 

results in inadequate decisions being made, representing an immediate loss in resources, time and 

market penetration.  

This document presents a more scientific approach that assists the decision makers in selecting 

the best course of actions to implement so as to meet adequately the demand growth while maximizing 

the members’ satisfaction level. Our approach is primarily based on a discrete event simulation model 

that allows modeling the activities at any given set of carsharing stations, regardless of their number and 

capacities, and test different growth strategies to finally evaluate their respective performance. Thanks 

to the use of complementary statistical techniques and new performance indicators, this approach helps 

generate a benchmarking comparison of the different potential strategies, and ultimately select the 

optimal one. The value of this approach is illustrated here through a pilot study conducted on a region of 

Communauto’s Montréal network (Québec, Canada), whose process and results are discussed in this 

document.  

When compared to the usual strategy selection process, this approach enables greater strategy 

selection reliability, lesser cost and, most of all, cuts significantly the time required to reach the optimal 

strategy selection, resulting in higher market penetration efficiency. 

 

 

Keywords: Discrete event simulation; Operational Analysis; Carsharing; Network growth strategy  
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RESUME 
 

De nos jours, les organisations d’autopartage font face à l’émergence de nouveaux marchés 

imputable principalement à l’essor de popularité de leurs services. Afin de pouvoir combler cette 

demande croissante, elles doivent adapter continuellement leurs réseaux de stations ainsi que de 

balancer leurs capacités respectives. Les responsables se doivent ainsi de sélectionner la stratégie la plus 

appropriée et efficace. Cependant, le procédé de sélection le plus largement utilisé se  traduit souvent 

par des décisions inadéquates, résultant ainsi en une perte immédiate des ressources matérielles et 

humaines investies, de même qu’en une perte de temps et de pénétration de marché. 

Ce document présente une approche plus scientifique qui assiste les responsables de ces 

organisations à sélectionner la meilleure alternative afin de satisfaire la croissance tout en maximisant le 

taux de satisfaction de ses membres. Notre approche repose principalement sur l’utilisation d’un 

modèle de simulation à évènements discrets dont le but est de modéliser les activités au sein d’un 

groupe donné de stations, indépendamment de leurs nombres et de leurs capacités en véhicules. 

L’utilité principale de ce modèle réside en sa capacité de tester différentes stratégies de développement 

et de mesurer leurs performances respectives. De plus, grâce à l’utilisation de méthodes statistiques et 

d’indicateurs de performance, cette approche permet de générer un tableau comparatif des différents 

stratégies testées afin d’identifier l’alternative optimale. La valeur ajoutée de cette approche est 

illustrée par une étude pilote menée sur une région du réseau d’autopartage de Montréal, régie par 

Communauto (Québec, Canada). Le processus utilisé ainsi que les résultats de cette étude sont 

présentées au sein de ce document. 

Comparativement au procédé usuel de sélection de ces stratégies de développement, cette 

approche permet d’obtenir une plus grande fiabilité de l’alternative choisie, de réduire les coûts de 

recherche, mais avant tout, de diminuer considérablement le temps nécessaire à l’obtention de la 

stratégie optimale, ce qui découle naturellement en une efficacité accrue de la pénétration de marché. 

 

 

Mots Clés: Simulation à évènements discrets ; Recherche Opérationnelle ; Autopartage; Stratégie de 

développement du réseau  
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1. INTRODUCTION – PROJECT SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES 
Since the early 1990s, a new market and transportation mode emerged, whose primary 

objectives are to reduce the load of public transportation as well as decrease the number of vehicles on 

the roads and therefore traffic congestion. This was achieved and continues to until nowadays thanks to 

carsharing services. These services rely on a small to large vehicles fleet that are dispatched through 

numerous stations located throughout a given region, composing the Carsharing Organization’s (CSO) 

network. Its members can have access to all vehicles by making a reservation in advance or by taking the 

vehicle on-the-go, depending on the operational model used by the CSO. Since its creation, several 

companies and scientific researchers have developed different operational models as well as identified 

and evaluated the different success factors vital to this new transportation mode implementation.  

 

In this report, we shall present all the different aspects related to carsharing services operations 

and discuss their respective evolution through an extensive literature review. This will set the base for 

our hands-on study, which aims to analyze, evaluate and model the different carsharing stations’ growth 

strategies on the Montreal based CSO: Communauto Inc., and more particularly on the Great Region of 

Montreal’s (GRM) network (Québec, Canada). The primary objective of our study is to develop a generic 

scientific approach that will allow any CSO to model a given set of stations, where a growth potential has 

been preliminarily identified, and test different growth strategies that will effectively satisfy the 

demand. It is worth mentioning that this approach, primarily based on a discrete event simulation (DES) 

model, has the capability of modeling any stations set’s size, from 2 stations to the overall CSO’s 

network, regardless of the number of vehicles.  

The final output of this approach is the selection of the best strategy that maximizes the 

members’ satisfaction level while minimizing the number of vehicles throughout the given stations. 

Moreover, through our approach, one can easily obtain a detailed benchmarking comparison of all the 

different strategies that will allow the decision makers to evaluate their respective potential 

implementations based on their cost and feasibility. As a consequence, the decision makers will have the 

capability of identifying alternate courses of actions that will both meet the region’s demand growth 

and their business constraints. The different growth strategies are presented in the subsequent section 

of the paper and were thoroughly analyzed thanks to the valuable collaboration of Mr. Marco Viviani, 

Business Development and Public Relations Director at Communauto Inc. Our approach was directly 

applied to a specific region of Communauto’s network to illustrate its capabilities as well as its 

limitations. A detailed description of this pilot region is presented in section 3 of this document along 

with the selection process being used. 

 

This study was conducted as the Final Project (ENGR 6991) of my Master’s degree in Quality 

Systems Engineering at Concordia University (Montréal, Canada), under the supervision of Dr Anjali 

Awasthi (Assistant Professor at the Concordia Institute of Information Systems Engineering). 
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2. MARKET STUDY 
This section of the document aims at defining all the concepts and theories behind any 

carsharing services operations, from its historical creation to the success factors contributing to its 

implementation. This will set the foundations needed to understand the complexity and cogs of our 

study’s scope. This will be achieved by first going through an extensive literature review that focuses on 

the different dimensions of general carsharing services operations. Then, we shall present in great 

details the Communauto’s GRM network specificities and dynamics to discuss how our approach can 

contribute to its growth success and to others CSOs once being effectively reproduced. Furthermore, we 

shall present the currently used decision making process regarding the network strategy selection and 

provide substantial proof for the need of a more scientific approach, as ours intends to fulfill. Finally, we 

shall provide a detailed description of the set of currently used generic strategies that will serve as the 

basis for our model scenarios. 
 

2.1. Carsharing services 

2.1.1. Definition and Historical perspective 

Carsharing is a recent transportation mode that gained in popularity in high-dense 

agglomerations across the world and is often referred as the best “alternative system for car ownership, 

access and use” (The World CarShare Consortium, 2009). As a matter of fact, the major benefit 

associated to it is that one has constantly access to a fleet of cars located at different points of access 

throughout a given region without having to bear the cost of ownership and all the residual expenses 

such as maintenance and failure repairs, etc. In fact, CSO’s members have the advantage of paying 

according to their hourly usage of the system; hence, when they are not using any car, they do not pay 

any support costs as opposed to personal car owners. Although this concept is revolutionary in its sense, 

the “sharing” principle that defines this emergent transportation mode originates back in 1948, where a 

group of citizens from Zurich (Switzerland), who could not afford the cost of ownership of a car, created 

a cooperative named “Sefage”, whose role was to buy cars and make them available to its members. 

This non-for-profit cooperative stopped its activities in 1998 (Robert, 2004).  
 

Despite many trials in France and in other European countries, no organization was then able to 

apply their operational model and sustain at the same time its prosperity. We have to wait until the 

early 1990s to see its success and booming spread, mainly due to the recent technological advances and 

new operational models, which shall be presented in section 2.1.3. 

The first companies to reach that goal were mostly established in Switzerland and Germany such 

as, respectively, Mobility CarSharing and StattAuto. Their high-scale projects were then brought back 

from the old to the new continent and more precisely to Canada in 1994, where two companies were 

then created: Auto-Com and Communauto. It is only in the late 1990s that the carsharing model is 

adopted in the United States of America (USA) as well as in Asia. Despite the fact that the USA has the 

current greatest number of members, mainly due to its free membership policy, Europe still remains the 

most prosperous market. 
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As of October 2008, the World CarShare Consortium listed 183 existing CSOs all around the 

globe in more than 1,000 cities. CSOs are generally defined by their operational model along with their 

for-profit or non-for-profit direction. In fact, the latter aspect is much of a highly debated topic because 

of the actual impact this transportation mode has on large agglomerations and more particularly 

because it affects significantly traffic congestion, lowers CO2

2.1.2. Impacts of Carsharing Services 

 emissions, etc., all being highly intertwined 

with politics. In fact, many CSOs have been created from local political initiatives and are, for the most 

part, for non-profit. Nevertheless, due to its growing popularity and success in numerous cities, private 

investors see it as an opportunity for profit, and who would blame them for that. However then, the for-

profit and not-for-profit organizations compete in the same arena without the same weapons; this is 

exactly where this debate finds its principal root. In addition the new emergent market, corresponding 

to small to mid-size cities, is the nowadays’ new competition field. 

According to Millard-Ball (2005), North America serves 35% of all worldwide carsharing users 

and its overall fleet has been multiplied by 11 from 2000 to 2005 and continues on the same trend. This 

reveals that this market has a high growth potential on the short and long run. 
 

Even though CSOs come in a large variety in terms of size, organization type and operational 

model, they all have in common the actual impacts they have on the region they are implemented in. In 

fact, its effects are extensively notable on the members and community scale, as well on the city, the 

environmental ones. As a result of an extensive literature review, the World CarShare Consortium has 

identified the 16 major positive impacts carsharing services have on our urban regions, which were 

retrieved from their website, and are summarized in the following table: 
 

# Positive Impact # Positive Impact 
1 Saves time, money and fuss for users 9 Improves air quality 

Encourages greater use of public and 
human transport 

2 
Improves public safety (Pedestrians and cyclists benefit 
from fewer cars on the road) 

10 

3 Improves access for all 11 
Reduces use of imported fossil fuels (thereby helping 
the national economy) 

Provides major potential improvements in 
access for poorer citizens 

4 
Supports the local economy since Former car owners 
save considerable amount of money each year 

12 

5 
Permits poorer people to have effective 
access to cars when they need it (avoiding 
the high cost of operating an old car) 

13 
Supports the local economy since Less money is being 
spent on road construction, maintenance and policing 

Reduces congestion  6 Provides a means for more economic use of fleet cars 14 

7 
Makes better use of scarce urban real 
estate 

15 
Helps fight obesity and other diseases linked to 
insufficient physical activity 

Frees up parking spaces 8 
Encourages neighborliness and cooperative action by 
citizens - thereby setting a model for other social and 
economic problems of the city 

16 

Table 1. Carsharing Services' Positive Impacts (The World CarShare Consortium, 2009) 
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2.1.3. CSOs Types and General Operational Models 

Although all CSOs have the same objectives, they do differ in two major dimensions: their 

juridical state and their operational model. In fact, there are principally three distinct juridical states and 

two major high-level operational models, depending on the urban or rural nature of the implementation 

region. Because of the scope of our study, we shall focus primarily on the operational models. 

May et Al. (2008) have analyzed several carsharing companies and cooperatives to generate a 

figure summarizing all the high-level and low-level operation models along with their respective 

applications, which is as follows: 
 

 

Figure 1. Carsharing Operational Models (May et al., 2008) 
 

In this figure, we can clearly see that operational models differ depending mainly on two primary 

factors: 

1) Vehicle Disposal Permission: defined by whether the member has the capability to taking 

the vehicle to a different station than where he/she picked it up in 

2) Type of Infrastructure: defined by whether the stations’ network is associated with 

another heavy transportation infrastructure 
 

From this figure, we can derive the two major types of operational models that are widely used 

in today’s CSOs. First, there is the so-called “classical” model, where reserved parking spaces are 

dispatched throughout the urban network and where the member has to go to one station to pick up 

his/her reserved vehicle and take it back to the same station at the end of his/her reservation time. This 

mode is one of the most widely used ones because of its fleet management simplicity as compared to 

the second model where the member can take back the vehicle to any network’s station. However, this 

represents for some relatively small proportion of customers a major constraint. 
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The second major model, also referred as the “station cars” model, can be split into two distinct 

categories that both enable the member to take back his/her reserved vehicle to any station of the 

network. On one hand, the first category is, most of the time, associated with another transportation 

mode such as train and is most suited to users who need regular identical periodic displacements. On 

the other hand, the second category is organized in several “activity poles” where small displacements 

are prevalent. 

According to Shaheen (2004), at the end of the 1990s, most of the carsharing organizations in 

North America were using the "station cars” model; this number declined considerably in the 

subsequent years due, first and foremost, to the high fleet management complexity associated to it. In 

fact, due to its permission to take the reserved vehicles to any station, the network was most of the 

time unbalanced; therefore, requiring additional operations to assure a satisfying service level. This 

resulted in higher number of required management operations, both at the operational and tactical 

levels. This led to the decline of this model popularity and a greater representation of the first classical 

operational model, also used by Communauto nowadays.  
 

2.1.4. Carsharing Members’ Profiles 

This section aims at providing a clear picture of the general members profile(s) observed in 

several CSOs relying on the classical operational model so as to understand the underlying factors of the 

motivation for citizens to join such services. The following results have been obtained from the TCRP 

study conducted by Millard-Ball in 2005 on North American CSOs. This study was primarily based on an 

online questionnaire that was submitted to current members of different US and Canadian CSOs, and 

whose final sample set represented approximately 5% of the total members’ population.  

It is worth mentioning that these results were then reviewed by Martin in 2007 for update 

purposes. The following table summarizes the major outputs of this carsharing members profiling: 
 

Profile 
Aspect Description Comments 

Gender Not a prevalent factor However, there are more women than men 

Age 
Average = 37.7 

39.7%: 25 – 34 years old 
27.4%: 35 – 44 years old 

Less than the average age of north American 
drivers but more than the overall population age of 
35 (Brooks, 2004) 

Income 
50%: More than $ 60,000 
13%: Less than $ 30,000 

18%: More than $ 100,000 

High proportion of people earning more than $ 
60,000 

Education 
35% hold at least a bachelor degree 

2%: No diploma 

Different from Europe where there is a much 
higher members’ education level (ex: Paris: 77% 
have at least a university diploma) 

Household 
64% of members’ households 

composed of at least 2 persons 

Result that contradicts with other similar studies 
where singles and students seem to represent the 
greatest proportion of members 

Vehicle 
Ownership 

87% of Canadians do not own a 
personal vehicle Vs. 67% for US 

Somehow different from Europe (ex: Paris: 90% of 
members did not own a personal vehicle 

Table 2. North American CSO's Members Profiling 
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2.1.5. Factors contributing to the success of carsharing services 

Since carsharing gained tremendous popularity in the mid-1990s, scholars all over the world 

devoted their time and research to study this new emerging business, from its fleet management 

requirements to the qualitative and quantitative operational aspects contributing to the success or 

failure of its implementation. This section provides a brief summary of the factors considered to be the 

golden standards of this field. 

 

According to Moses report (Mobility Services for Urban Sustainability), this new transportation 

mode is particularly prevalent in regions where there is a significant amount of pressure for parking 

spaces; then, influencing car owners and other potential users to join such a sharing system where 

vehicles already have their reserved parking slots. Moreover, the high density population, which is 

relatively intertwined with the previous factor, influences greatly the success magnitude of such a 

system. In fact, the more people are living in a given region, the greater the number of potential 

members and vehicles per station. This factor has been measured to be ideally above or equal to 

100,000 people per km². Moreover, still according to Moses, the mix between local commercial and 

amenity services in the neighborhoods where the stations are located as well as the character of the 

street scene they are implemented in are vital factors for their long-term viable success. This is 

principally due to the fact that most of the displacements made by the members are for grocery or 

personal leisure purposes. 

According to Awasthi (2005), a reliable public transportation service is fundamental to the long-

term success of the carsharing stations since people need to easily access the stations throughout the 

year, be it in summer or winter; hence, the greater the number and frequency of public transportation 

access links are, the higher the probability of local carsharing success. Furthermore, it has been proven 

by several authors that stations should be located on average at less than 10 minutes walking distance 

from the members’ households or locations (such as train station, etc.). Based on a study conducted on 

US cities having the most efficient and prosperous carsharing services, Celsoret (2008) evaluated this 

distance, also referred as the station’s radius of action, to 800 meters. Nevertheless, when analyzing a 

given CSO’s network, it is worth mentioning that this value should only serve as a competitive 

benchmark since each carsharing network has its own specificities and dynamics and, therefore, can 

eventually efficiently perform even with a higher distance factor. We shall discuss more on this 

particular issue regarding Communauto’s network in section 2.2.3.2. 

 

Having described the general operational models and factors contributing to the success of any 

carsharing system implementation, we shall now present the network we have used to conduct our 

study along with the CSO managing it, Communauto Inc. 
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2.2. Communauto Services in Montréal 

2.2.1. Presentation of Communauto Inc. 

Communauto Inc. is a privately owned incorporated company that was initially founded in the 

city of Québec in 1994 and was then merged with its competitor, Auto-com, in 2000. Since then, 

Communauto has expanded its activities in a large portion of the Quebec province by servicing four 

different agglomerations: Québec, Montréal, Gatineau and Sherbrooke. The following graph presents 

the historical exponential evolution of their vehicle fleet as well their number of members from its 

creation to December 2008: 
 

By April 2009, Communauto had a 

total of 18,000 members (active and non-

active), with approximately 900 vehicles 

dispatched into roundly 270 different stations.  
 

Because of its higher population and 

businesses densities, Montréal has become 

through time the company’s jewel, and still is. 

In fact, the GRM region, by itself, has 14,400 

members and 850 vehicles representing 

respectively 80% and 94.44% of the overall 

figures, whereas Quebec, Gatineau and 

Sherbrooke have respectively 3,100, 300 and 

200 members.  
 

    Figure 2. Historical Evolution of Communauto Members 
                     and Size of its Vehicle Fleet 
 

The following figure summarizes the distribution of Communauto’s members in the four 

different agglomerations where it operates: 
 

 
Figure 3. Communauto's Members Distribution among the four services agglomerations in Quebec 

17%

80%

2% 1%

Communauto's Members Distribution

Québec Montréal Gatineau Sherbrooke
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Communauto’s members dispose of a wide range of subscription services that allows them to 

have a complete 24 hour basis access to all the CSO’s vehicles throughout the different agglomerations. 

There are mainly four different membership types, from 39 to 360 CAD, as well as different billing 

systems for both the mileage and hour rates, ranging respectively from 0.11 CAD/km to 0.34$/km and 

from 1.60 CAD/h and 4.95 CAD/h. Other complementary systems are available for professionals and 

other specific users. Furthermore, since 2009, members can also benefit from some special plans that 

combine Communauto services, the local unlimited access to the public transportation system operated 

by the STM (Société de Transport de Montréal) and the new bike-sharing system operated by BIXI on the 

island of Montréal. 
 

2.2.2. Communauto Members’ Profiles 

Carsharing members are often categorized into two groups; the first one composed of the active 

members and the second of the inactive ones. An active member is defined as being a current member 

who performed at least one transaction (or reservation) within a period of one year. This categorization 

is essential for analysis purposes since it allows to get rid of the bias in data that could alter significantly 

the outcomes of any analytical study. 

 Grasset (2009) analyzed thoroughly the active members’ attributes to profile them and 

understand which type of residents is keener to subscribe to Communauto services. The major 

outcomes of this analysis are presented in the subsequent table: 
 

Aspect Description Comments 

Gender Not a prevalent factor However, there are more women than men 

Age 36.47 
Less than the average age of 39.6 for the whole 
Montreal Population 

Income 
It does not appear to be a prevalent 

factor 

Average Income of Island Households = 55,000 
CAD – Communauto members earn near this 
average (Grasset, 2009) 

Education 
75% have at least a CEGEP diploma 

(equivalent to a college degree) 
Very little with no diploma 

Household 
2.6 persons per household 
0.6 children per household 

• Family are the most potential clients 
(different from literature review) 

• Include house sharing, households with 16 
years old children  (or more) 

• Singles and Couples with one or no child 
• Superior to the average island numbers: 

o 1.8 persons per household 
o 0.4 children per household 

Employment 
High employment rate of actual 

carsharing members 

However, main stations located in regions where 
the overall employment rate is below the average 
of the island 

Table 3. Communauto’s GRM Network’s Members Profiling 
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2.2.3. Greater Region of Montreal’s Network 

2.2.3.1. Operational Model Analysis and System Functioning 

Communauto operates its different networks in all agglomerations, including Montreal, based 

on the classical operational model, presented previously in section 2.1.3.  

The shared-vehicles are placed into different stations that are dispatched throughout the island 

of Montréal and its surroundings, such as Laval. The use of this vehicle fleet is exclusive to 

Communauto’s members who need to make a reservation in advance either by phone or through the 

Internet, by mentioning the desired trip start time and date as well as its duration (expressed in half-

hour timeslots), the station reference or location and, if applicable, the type or accessories of the 

vehicle. It is worth mentioning that the reservation management system does not assign a member to 

one particular vehicle but to a given station. In more practical terms, this means that once in the station, 

the member has the facility of using any of the available vehicles on-site (except for special vehicles). In 

order to restrict the access and make sure that the right member takes the right vehicle at the right 

time, the member uses its unique RFID key to grant him/her access to the vehicle, whose keys are 

located in a box that only members have access to. 

As far as the trip is concerned, members are required to take back the vehicle at the same 

station they picked it up, as defined in the classical operational model. Moreover, members have the 

capacity of cancelling their trip at any time, but the company charges them if they do it less than two 

hours prior to their trip start. Finally, members also have the possibility of extending their trip while 

performing it by calling the customer service support, who will then evaluate the request based on the 

station’s vehicles’ availability. The overall reservation and trip processes are presented in great details 

respectively in Appendix C.1 and C.4. 

 Finally, through Communauto services, members pay only the fees associated with their 

dynamic use of the system, which can vary from one month to another, providing then constant 

flexibility and ease-of-use for its members. 
 

2.2.3.2. Current Network Specificities and Dynamics 

The Great Region of Montreal corresponds to a territory of 4,259 km², with a total population of 

3.86 million people (Statistics Canada, 2009), which makes it the greatest agglomeration in the province 

of Québec and the second in Canada. The city of Montréal benefits from a large public transportation 

system that can be decomposed into two components: 

1. General public transportation on the island of Montreal operated by the STM, composed of 4 

subway lines with a total of 68 stations, and 192 bus lines 

2. Commuter train network operated by the AMT (“Agence Métropolitaine de Transport"), linking 

the other GRM regions to the island of Montréal. 

Moreover, Montréal benefits from the only international airport of the province of Québec and the 

second major harbor of the country. 
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As far as the population density is concerned, the densest areas are located in the downtown 

region and the Mont-Royal sector. The following figure presents the GRM’s density population 

distribution, whose data was collected in 2006 during the last national population census: 
 

 
Figure 4. GRM's Density Population Geographical Distribution (Statistics Canada, 2006) 

 

Having defined in this same section the specificities of the GRM region, we shall focus the next 

few paragraphs on the Communauto’s network dynamics within this overall region.  

 

Based on a study conducted by Grasset (Ecole Polytechnique de Montréal, April 2009), in close 

collaboration with Communauto, the members’ households are located on average 500 m and 1.5 km 

away from respectively the nearest bus access point and subway station. Moreover, this study revealed 

that 80% of all GRM’s carsharing stations are located in areas with at least one connection to public 

transportation and 68% near a subway station. This underlines the vital presence of public 

transportation to ensure any station implementation and/or development success in this region. 

The current network is composed primarily of small stations, representing a total of 63%. Small 

stations are defined by a capacity ranging from 1 to 3 vehicles, medium stations by 4 to 6 and finally 

large ones by 7 to 16 vehicles. Since 2005, the proportion of small stations has decreased by 7% and the 

medium ones increased from 26 to 30%. This reveals that the network relies more and more on medium 

size stations, generally located at the extreme points of the four subway lines. In addition, from January 

2005 to April 2008, the average capacity of all network’s stations has increased from 2.9 to 3.4 vehicles.  
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As far as the network performance is concerned, we often use a specific indicator to measure 

the pressure that exerts the demand over the system. This indicator is a ratio of the number of members 

per available vehicle in a given region. The current average value is 10 members per vehicle but can vary 

greatly from one region to another. 

As far as the network growth and utilization rates of vehicles are concerned, there are many 

significant disparities within the GRM network, revealing the need for its segmentation based primarily 

on the common local dynamics. This particular issue is being handled in the next sub-section. 
 

2.2.3.3. Network Segmentation 

The segmentation of the GRM network was performed in 2009 by Grasset, in collaboration with 

Communauto. Because of its recent release and reliable outcomes due to the close involvement of the 

Communauto’s upper management, we will use this network segmentation as it is, while presenting 

how it was generated. 

First, Grasset considered a wide range of demographic, socio-economic, and operational 

indicators that were evaluated for all the network’s stations. Then, he conducted a thorough correlation 

analysis that help him identify the seven most valuable indicators for such a segmentation, six being 

demographic factors (age, employment rate, average household income, population density, average 

number of persons per household, education level and English versus French speakers), and the 

remaining corresponding to a public transportation access index he created. Finally, by using the 

Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering (HAC) technique, he was then capable of identifying three 

distinctive network segments that we have summarized in the following table: 
 

Segment 
# 

Segment 
Name 

Segment Specificities 

1 
Dynamic 
Quarters 

 Younger Population 
 Medium to High 

Population Density 
 High Public Transportation 

Access 
 High Employment Rate 

 Medium to High Education Level 
 Low to Medium Household Income 
 
 Decomposed into two sub-segments: 

Less and More than 10,000 people/ km² 

2 
Distant 

Quarters 

 Low to Medium 
Population Density 

 Greater Household Size 

 Medium Employment Rate  
 Medium to High Household Income 
 Low Public Transportation Access 

3 
Mont-Royal 

and 
Downtown 

 High Employment Rate 
 High Household Income 

 High Education Level 
 Less population density than segment # 1 

Table 4. GRM Network High-Level Segmentation 

 

Finally, thanks to Grasset’s study, we have identified four distinct network segments that are 

presented geographically in the following figure, on a station’s scale: 
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Figure 5. GRM's Final Geographical Network Segmentation (Grasset, 2009) 

 

From this figure, we can clearly see that “Dynamic Quarters” are mostly located near the 

different subway lines whereas the “Distant Quarters” are, for most of them, located at their extreme 

points.  

These segments clearly have different dynamics according to table 4. In order to use this 

segmentation in our study, we need to evaluate two major attributes for each one of the identified 

network segments: the average distance of members’ households to stations and the market growth 

rate. Thanks to Grasset’s study, we have been able to obtain their respective measurements, which are 

presented in the following table along with their respective reference code that will be used throughout 

this report: 
 

Network Categories Reference 
Average Distance 
of Households to 
Stations (meters) 

Market 
Growth 

Rate 

Distant Quarters DTQ 2,600 + 6 % 

Mont-Royal and Downtown MRD 1,200 + 8 % 

Dynamic Quarters – less than 10,000 residents/km² DQL 1,200 + 10 % 

Dynamic Quarters – more than 10,000 residents/km² DQM 1,000 + 11 % 

Table 5. Communauto's GRM Network Segments Specificities 
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2.2.4. Current Network’s Development Challenge 

This section presents the actual growth strategy selection process being currently in use at 

Communauto as well as in most CSOs, and helps to better understand the need for a less intuitive and 

more quantifiable and reliable approach. 

2.2.4.1. Natural Network Growth 

Due to its increased popularity and its growing needs in high density areas, carsharing services’ 

networks are doomed to grow and benefit more and more people all over its different locations. 

Montreal’s network is not an exception to this rule and, based on our previous analysis, is growing in an 

exponential manner since its initial implementation in 1994. In order to adequately respond to this 

inherent growth, adequate decisions must be made to decide upon the strategy to be implemented.  
 

2.2.4.2. Current Decision Making Process 

According to our knowledge, there is no methodology or technique that enables the authorities 

to decide upon the best course of actions to implement so as to meet adequately the demand growth 

while maximizing the members’ satisfaction level. Consequently, if a niche is identified, they tend to 

either add a new station, or increase the current capacity of the existing ones and, based on the 

behavior and amount of reservations being made in this area during a certain amount of time, they then 

either validate their initial decision, or change it to test another one. Such an iterative process may need 

several weeks or months to help them reach the optimum strategy, while the demand is growing and 

new challenges are emerging. 

This intuitive approach is primarily based on experience but results often in inadequate 

decisions being made, representing an immediate loss in resources, time and market penetration. In this 

document, we present a more scientific approach that would assist the decision makers to select the 

best strategy to implement based on the region’s characteristics and dynamics. 
 

2.2.4.3. Challenges of Communauto’s GRM Network 

Prior to designing our model, we shall first identify the characteristics and challenges of 

Communauto’s GRM network in order to elaborate further on the most adequate strategies to 

implement. 

2.2.4.3.1. Historical Evolution of Members and Vehicles 

From figure 2, we can clearly see that the membership rate grows exponentially as well as the 

size of their vehicle fleet. This directly reflects on the number of stations added throughout the years, 

which corresponds, according to Grasset [2009], to an additional 2.4 stations per month on average, 

illustrating then the high and continuous growth of Communauto’s GRM network. 
  

2.2.4.3.2. Heterogeneous Demand Growth: Specific to Each Network Segment 

Because of the high diversity of the population living throughout both the island of Montreal 

and GRM, there is no homogeneous market growth but rather a sporadic one. Grasset [2009] evaluated 

this rate for the four network segments, and are presented in table 5. 
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This highlights that, apart from the diversity of its members, a given strategy may be adequate 

for a region but not for its adjacent one belonging to another network segment. This fact strengthens 

the need to include this specific factor in our model so as to maximize the success rate of the finally 

selected strategy. 
 

2.2.4.3.3. Heterogeneous Stations’ Utilization Rates 

As far as the stations are concerned, their utilization rates are different from one another even 

within the same network segment. The following figure shows the utilization rate per station for the 

network in 2007 (Grasset, 2009): 

 
Figure 6. Spatial Distribution of Station's Utilization Rate in 2007 (Grasset, 2009) 

 

This figure reveals that the majority of the stations have utilization rates between 25% and 60%, 

except for some particular ones, which corresponds to an overall average of 45%. However, this might 

not be fully representative of the actual performance of each station since these figures have been 

computed by using a 24 hour basis scale whereas most  of the activity is concentrated during day time. 

Therefore, a division of this scale would be highly valuable to analyze the actual performance of the 

system during day time, representing the time where most of trips are performed. 
 

Moreover, the scale of the station’s utilization rate hides an inherent phenomenon that needs a 

particular attention. In fact, we often obtain several stations being over-utilized with few vehicles 

available each day and that have a relatively high cancellation rate. This phenomenon is due to the fact 

that many members, aware of the scarcity of vehicles in their respective region, tend to reserve one 

vehicle in advance so as to guarantee it and often end up cancelling their initial reservation a few hours 

prior to the planned trip start time. However, by the time they get to cancel it, other members either 

reserved another vehicle at another station, or used another mean of transportation, or even cancelled 

their trip. In all cases, it brings down the members’ satisfaction level and experience with the service. 

The following figure comforts our statement since we can clearly see that since 2005, the number of 

cancellations is increasing at a faster pace than the number of reservations. 
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Figure 7. Historical Evolution of Number of Reservations and Cancellations (Grasset, 2009) 

 

In order to obtain more representative figures for the system performance evaluation, it would 

be worth identifying these stations and regions by first splitting the “normally-used” 24 hour scale into 

two or more intervals for which we would then compute their respective utilization rates (for example 

from 7 am to 11 am or 11 am to 6 pm, etc.). By matching the day-time utilization rates with the 

respective stations’ cancellation rates, we would then be able to clearly identify the relevant stations, 

which would need further attention for their respective strategy selection.  

Because of time and technical constraints, we will neither generate these values for the actual 

network nor identify these stations; however, we shall compute these separated utilization rates in our 

model and use them for our comparative analysis of the different strategies. Nevertheless, the 

identification of these particular stations would be of great value to the long-term success of carsharing 

in the corresponding region, and represents, by itself, a potential improvement facet of our approach, 

requiring then full access to the CSO’s data. 

 

The high diversity and complexity of the network is the primary justification for the need of a 

more scientific approach regarding the network growth strategy selection process. All the previously 

mentioned network specificities and dynamics have been taken into consideration to elaborate our 

model, which is presented in section 4 of this document. 

The next part of this section presents the generic network growth strategies we will focus our 

study on to generate the adequate model scenarios. 
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2.3. Generic Network’s Growth Strategies Presentation 

2.3.1. Strategies Selection Metrics 

The network’s growth strategies we have used in our study are the ones currently implemented 

in all CSOs, and have been shared with us by Mr. Marco Viviani (Business Development and Public 

Relations Director at Communauto Inc). Since we are focusing our study and model on a given set of 

stations, an almost infinite number of strategies’ combinations can be generated and applied to satisfy 

the overall region’s demand growth.  

To narrow it down and identify the most adequate ones, we must rely on a set of indicators that 

will guide our selection process to generate the most valuable combinations of strategies for a given set 

of stations. These indicators, later referred as symptoms, are the main performance evaluation metrics 

that distinguish the state of a given station from another one. Thanks to our extensive literature review, 

we have narrowed it down to three main metrics:  
 

Strategy Selection 
Metric (Symptom) 

Description  Calculation Definition 

Stations’ 
utilization rate 

Preferably based on day-time scale 
Reserved Time of all station’s vehicles 
over total available time of all vehicles  

Demand pressure 
Evaluates the pressure exerted by the 
demand on the system 

Average number of members per 
vehicle (total number of members 
accessing a given station over the 
number of available station’s vehicles) 

Fidelity rate 

Measures the fidelity of a certain group 
of members to one or several stations, 
which reflects the satisfaction level of 
the service 

Number of transactions performed in 
one or more stations for a given set of 
member over the total number of 
transactions performed by this set 

Table 6.Generic Network's Growth Strategies Selection Metrics 
 

The complete generic growth strategy selection technique is presented in section 4.6 of the document. 
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2.3.2. Generic Growth Strategies Description 

The following section presents the three main generic strategies that will be used to generate 

the different test scenarios in our model. A brief description of the strategies is being provided along 

with the most frequent symptoms indicating their potential application. These symptoms, also referred 

as operational factors, shall be taken into account for identifying the appropriate set of scenarios to be 

tested when analyzing the current dynamics of the network in our model. 
 

 

2.3.2.1. Strategy # 1: Capacity Incremental of Existing Stations 

The “Increment Capacity of Existing Stations” strategy (CIS) aims at increasing the capacity of an 

existing station in order to address the growing demand in its radius of action. This strategy may be used 

in high dense areas and/or in areas where a new station implementation may be either expensive or not 

viable. Moreover, this strategy is often used when the current overall utilization rate of the station is 

relatively high and when nearby members tend to go to other stations because of frequent vehicle 

unavailability (often measured by the fidelity rate, see section 4 for more details), reflecting then a 

deficiency in market penetration. 
 

2.3.2.2. Strategy # 2: Merging of Stations 

The “Merging of Stations” strategy (SMS) aims at merging two or more existing stations into one 

by either summing up their respective capacities or adjusting its overall one. This strategy is often used 

when the stations to be merged are located relatively close and when, in parallel, their respective 

utilization rates are relatively low. 

 

 

2.3.2.3. Strategy # 3: New Station Implementation  

The “New Station Implementation” strategy (NIS) aims at creating one or more stations in a 

given region with their respective capacities, calculated based on the market they’ll each address. These 

stations can either be of small capacity or large depending on the need being measures. This strategy is 

most widely used when a new conglomerate of members appears in a given region and that the 

currently existing stations are located too far away from them. 

 

 

Up to this point, we have presented all the operational and behavioral dimensions of carsharing 

services in general and we have presented in great details the specificities, dynamics and challenges of 

the current Communauto’s GMR network. In addition, we have defined the three major growth 

strategies currently in use in this field, which will enable us to further elaborate our test scenarios to 

optimally meet the growing demand of any network region. 

Hence, having set up all the necessary foundations for our study, we shall now initiate our 

approach by first presenting the pilot region we have selected to test and validate our model. 
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3. PILOT REGION SELECTION 
The first part of our network analysis is dedicated to the selection process used to identify the 

different regions having a pertinent growth potential. In the second part, we shall present the selected 

pilot region for our study along with its specificities and geographical location in the GRM network. 

Finally, we will describe the technique we have used to select and categorize the members living in the 

corresponding region that are most keen to using its stations, based on some criterion specific to each 

network segment. 

Even though this study is mainly focused on Communauto’s network, the methodology used to 

identify the set of regions as well as the members’ segmentation is presented in such a way that it can 

be easily reproduced for any other network (see section 6 for more details on the overall generic 

approach). We shall define a region as a set of distinct stations, each singular station being associated 

with strictly one set. 
 

3.1. Potential Regions in GRM Network  

The dynamics of each carsharing network are fully dependent on the socio-economic and 

demographic aspects of the people living in it; as a matter of fact, the CSO adjusts its offer based on the 

actual local demand. As we have seen previously, this demand is continuously growing for the majority 

of current CSOs and can be of different magnitudes depending on the network segment the region 

belongs to. Instinctively, we could rely on the network categorization to identify the regions with higher 

growing potential but this would undermine the heterogeneous dimension of each network segment. In 

fact, the network categories growth rates, such as the ones obtained for Communauto’s GRM network, 

result from the average growth evaluation of all similar regions and provide an aggregated 

measurement of their respective potential.  
 

In order to justify the time and resource investment needed to conduct such a strategy 

evaluation study, one would require studying only the most valuable regions; in more business terms, 

the ones that could maximize current and prospective members’ satisfaction level with the service, 

which would then increase the CSO’s revenues. Consequently, there is a need for a more practical and 

specific approach to determining this set of highly-valuable regions. This selection process is mainly 

based on one of the techniques used by Grasset [2009] that enables identifying graphically the growth 

niches and their respective scale.  
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This technique consists of measuring the offer dispersion of the regions based on two main 

factors, which are presented in the following table.  
 

 

Table 7. Stations and Vehicles Fleet Dispersion Evaluation factors 

 

For both SAC and FCG, we then compute the dispersion ellipse that categorizes both the vertical 

and horizontal spatial distribution of, respectively, the set of stations and its fleet. The length of each 

spatial axis corresponds to two times the standard deviation of the data, which then encloses 68% of the 

data points. The following table presents these computations from January 2005 to January 2008 for the 

overall network. 

 

 
Stations Vehicles Fleet 

 
SAC Dispersion ellipse SAC Dispersion ellipse 

 
x y Area (km2) Axis x y Area (km2) Axis 

January 2005 294613 5042232 57.71 1.39 297730 5042594 47.55 1.24 

January 2006 297794 5042661 73.04 1.2 297735 5042787 55.44 1.18 

January 2007 297828 5042637 74.84 1.12 297763 5042817 55.62 1.15 

January 2008 297873 5042234 78.31 1.32 297718 5042636 57.25 1.25 

Table 8. Stations and Vehicles Fleet Dispersion Evolution (Grasset, 2009) 

 

Based on the computations of these factors, we finally obtain a graphical representation of the 

growth potential of all regions, which are presented in the following figure, along with the stations’ 

locations and capacities (represented by their radius).  
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Figure 8. GRM's 2008 Network Dispersion Analysis and Develpment Niches Identification (Grasset, 2009) 

 

This figure shows clearly that the overall network fleet dispersion center is located in the “Mont-

Royal and Downtown” network area, which is mainly due to both its high population density and its 

facilitated and dense access to public transportation. The magnitude of the ellipse expansion through 

time is a valuable indicator of whether there is a higher growth level within the ellipse or in its 

surrounding area. This would ultimately enable the CSO’s managers to prioritize their growth strategy 

analysis of the different regions.  

As far as Communauto’s network is concerned, although the gravity center does not appear to 

have changed significantly, the magnitude of the expansion, reflected by the difference in the ellipse’s 

radius, has increased through time, as shown by the comparison of the red and yellow areas. This 

reveals that the fleet is expanding in the ellipse’s surrounding area, reflecting a significant demand 

growth. Therefore, we shall then focus our selection process in this direction. 

 

In order to identify and represent the development niches throughout the network, we shall use 

a graphical technique, which consists in comparing the network’s map for different periods of time. This 

can be done by graphically superposing two maps and circling the regions where new stations were 

created or existing stations expanded. These development niches correspond to the dotted-ellipses in 

both red and blue, which have been obtained by using the following figure as the main benchmark. 
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Figure 9. GRM's 2005 Network Dispersion Analysis Benchmark  

                  for Development Niches Identification (Grasset, 2009) 
 

From figure 5, we have been able to identify 11 potential development niches. 81.8 % of these 

development niches are located along the subway lines and approximately 77.8 % of them are situated 

at their extreme ends. These observations are consistent with the success factors we have previously 

identified in the literature review. Even though a study of all these regions would be highly valuable to 

the overall network development, we shall categorize them for prioritization purposes. 
 

This categorization is performed by focusing on the number and type of additional stations in 

the region and their respective capacities through the corresponding time period. From figure 5, two 

major niche categories emerge and are presented in great details in the following table, along with all 

the identified regions. This table was generated based on the results of Grasset’s study and 

complemented accordingly to adapt it to our analysis. 
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North Shore of Montreal Island 

Orange Subway Line: Metro Station Sauvé to Henri-Bourassa 

2 
North-East of Montreal Island 

Green Subway Line: Metro Station Préfontaine to Viau 

3 

West of Montréal Island – CDN/NDG 

Blue Subway Line: Metro Station Université de Montréal to 
Snowdon 

Orange Subway Line: Metro Station Vendome to Snowdon 

4 

Downtown Montreal 

Green Subway Line: Metro Station Concordia to Charlevoix 
Orange Subway Line: Metro Station Lionel-Groulx to Lucien-

L’Allier 

5 
South Shore of Montreal Island - Verdun 

Green Subway Line: Metro Station Lasalle to Angrignon 
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6 
Laval (North West of GRM) 

Orange Subway Line: Metro Station Montmorency 

7 
East shore of Montreal Island 

Green Subway Line: Metro Station Cadillac to Honore-
Beaugrand 

8 

Sherbrooke (South of GRM) 

Yellow Subway Line: Metro Station Longeuil – Université de 
Sherbrooke 

9 
South Shore of Montreal Island 

Lasalle district 

10 
South-West of Montreal Island 

Dorval district 

11 
North-West of Montreal Island 

Orange Subway Line: Metro Station Côte-Vertu 

Table 9. GRM’s Development Niches Segmentation and Description (Adapted from Grasset, 2009) 
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3.2. Final Pilot Region and Specificities 

The preceding table 5 presents the five major regions (see category 1) where our study can be 

highly valuable in analyzing the system’s capability of meeting the local growing demand. Among these, 

we have selected the one that shall serve as our main pilot study’s region, which corresponds to region 

ref. # 5, located in Verdun. This region of the network is located in the south shore of Montreal island 

and is a relatively new emerging market where there is an extensive access to public transportation 

(subway and buses), characterized by a medium population density, and composed of both residencies 

and businesses (local amenities, business complex, and companies’ bureaus). Moreover, this region’s 

population density is constantly growing and, therefore, has a high potential for short-term and long-

term growth, representing then a critical development niche for the overall Communauto’s GRM 

network expansion. The following figure provides a geographical representation of this region # 5 (see 

dashed yellow circle). 
 

 

Figure 10. Selected Pilot Region: Geographical Location in GRM Network [Grasset, 2009] 

 

The following figure provides a zoomed geographical representation of the pilot region obtained 

through Google Map’s tool enabled in Communauto’s website 

(http://communauto.com/localisation_MTL.html), which presents the different set of stations we shall 

include in our model (see red circles). It is worth mentioning that the station in blue (Ref # 256) is a new 

station planned to be added in the near future by Communauto’s managers, and whose effect on the 

overall region’s performance shall be tested through our model. 

Selected Region 

http://communauto.com/localisation_MTL.html�
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Figure 11. Selected Pilot Region: Zoomed Stations' Geographical Locations (Google Maps, 2009) 
 

Having defined clearly our pilot region, we shall now provide a detailed description of its set of 

stations by defining their respective capacities and geographical coordinates (in decimal degrees 

dimension), which are all summarized in the following table. 
 

Station 
Number Station Name Current 

Capacity Latitude Longitude 

41 Métro Angrignon 6 45.446 -73.6012 

45 Evelyn 5 45.4634 -73.5705 

49 Monk & Jolicoeur 4 45.458 -73.5955 

62 4e Avenue & Wellington 5 45.45692 -73.5677 

109 Ethel 1 45.46841 -73.56733 

123 Woodland & De Verdun 5 45.4528 -73.5726 

196 1ère Avenue & De Verdun 3 45.459058 -73.57373 

197 Hickson & Ross 2 45.464518 -73.566123 

236 Brown & Bannantyne 1 45.448349 -73.57839 

Table 10. Pilot Region's Stations Description and Geographical Coordinates 
 

According to the Communauto’s network segmentation previously presented in section 2.2.3.3, 

we know that this region is composed of an area belonging to the DTQ category and a more prominent 

area belonging to the DQM one. In fact, the DTQ section contains stations # 41 and 49, whereas the 

other DQM section includes all the remaining seven stations. This disparity inside our region shall be 

taken into account when selecting the relevant active members of the region. 

New Station to be 
implemented in 
the near future 
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3.3. Active Members’ Segmentation 

Our analysis model, presented in the next section, aims at simulating the actual behavior and 

dynamics of all stations’ activities in order to be able to test several scenarios and obtain realistic and 

unbiased output metrics. These output metrics shall allow us to compare the different scenarios and 

ultimately identify the best course of actions that would maximize the members’ satisfaction level while 

minimizing the number of vehicles at their disposal. To do so, we need to be able to simulate the activity 

of each single member in the system and know which station he/she is keener to go to for trip selection 

and stations’ allocation purposes. 
 

3.3.1. Segmentation Process Objectives 

To enable such a dynamic simulation of members’ activity within our model, we have designed a 

generic process that produces a members’ segmentation based on one major principle: “each member 

selects the nearest station to his/her household location for his/her trip”.  

This segmentation is based on geographical distances between these members and the region’s 

stations, and enables one to classify all the members living in this given region into separate groups; 

each one being characterized by a magnitude, corresponding to the number of members, and by a 

prioritization list. This list, specific to each members’ group, contains all the region’s stations sorted in 

increasing order based on the average members’ households’ distance to this point of access. In more 

practical terms, the first station listed corresponds to the nearest point of access for the corresponding 

group members, and if this one is not available these members shall select the second in the list, and so 

on. It is worth mentioning that this is valid if and only if we do assume that all carsharing users are 

willing to perform their respective trips in all regions’ stations, even in the farthest one. We shall explain 

more on this matter in section 4.3. 
 

3.3.2. Segmentation Process Detailed Description 

Prior to presenting the process, we shall first define its prerequisites in terms of data 

requirements. First, one should have access to both longitude and latitude coordinates of both 

members’ households and region’s stations, preferably expressed in decimal degrees. Second, the 

network must have been categorized into different groups so as to be able to use the average uniform 

distance to stations of members living in the corresponding network areas, as presented in table 5. 
 

3.3.2.1. Step # 1: Network’s Active Members Selection 

This segmentation process is divided into six main steps. The first step consists in selecting only 

the members of great interest to such a study, which correspond to the active members, previously 

defined as the members having performed at least one transaction during the last preceding year. Such 

a selection can be performed through a database query in the reservations table. 
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3.3.2.2. Step # 2: Active Members’ Distances to All Region’s Stations 

Thanks to the coordinates of both members’ households and region’s stations, we then 

compute in this second step an estimated value of the distance separating them (in kilometers). To do 

that, we shall use the great-circle distance defined as the “shortest distance between any two points on 

the surface of a sphere measured along a path on the surface of the sphere” (Wikipedia, 2009). We shall 

use that the Earth is a perfect sphere (although it is more of an ellipsoid) in order to use this technique; 

nevertheless, since we are measuring relatively short distances, the margin error resulting from making 

such an assumption is highly minimized and considered to be negligible.  

 
 

This distance provides an accurate estimate of the arc measurement between a member and a 

region’s station. Nevertheless, we are more interested in the walking distance that separates these two 

points because it has always been a critical factor for the success evaluation of any carsharing services 

implementation. As a consequence, since the previous formula does not take into account the 

specificities of the region such as streets configurations, we shall use a +5% margin error in our 

computations to account for it.  

Moreover, it is worth mentioning that since the walking distance factor is most often expressed 

in kilometers in the literature, we shall stick to this dimension and express the Earth’s radius accordingly. 

This radius combined with the margin error previously defined gives us a variable equal to 6689.5605 

(=1.05*6371.01). Finally, we will use the following formula for our walking distance variable: 
 

 
 

Since our coordinates are expressed in decimal degrees, we need first to convert them into 

radians to apply directly this formula, which can be done through Microsoft Excel 2007 to obtain the 

 distances. 
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3.3.2.3. Step # 3: Region’s Members’ Selection Criterion 

This step aims at evaluating the criterion to enable the selection of the relevant set of members 

living in the studied region. For its mathematical computation, we need to distinguish between two 

cases: a homogeneous versus a heterogeneous region. A homogeneous region corresponds to a selected 

network region composed of only one specific network segment whereas the heterogeneous region can 

be, theoretically, composed of several ones. However, for modeling purposes, the studied region should 

be delimited in the way that it does not include more than two categories; otherwise, the simulation 

model may result in unrealistic and/or disjointed outputs.  
 

Moreover, we know that the uniform distance specific to each network segment, provided in 

table 5, has been calculated on a set of aggregated data and therefore represents an estimated average 

value. In order not to overlook the inclusion of members living at the limit of the zone defined by a 

circular area whose center is the station location and radius this network’s segment distance, we 

decided to use a 20% margin. By compensating our selection criterion with this factor, we finally obtain 

the final following formula, where: 

 
Table 11. Active Members' Segmentation: Selection Criterion based on Region State 

 

3.3.2.4. Step # 4: Region’s Members High-Level Grouping 

This fourth step aims at selecting all the relevant active members living in the studied region. To 

do that, we shall determine for each member “i" the number of distances D(Sj, mi

Having generated all these values, we need now to group all the members into a maximum of n 

groups. In more practical terms, we cluster together all the members where the selection criterion 

condition was met for all stations, then, group all the members where it was valid “n - 1” times, and so 

on until reaching 1. This high-level categorization enables us to identify the overall regions’ population 

whose activities will be simulated into our model and to determine the underlying sub-groups for each 

one of them in the subsequent process step. 

) that are either equal 

or less than the selection criteria magnitude, “j” ranging from 0 to n (n, being the total number of 

stations composing the studied region). This can be relatively easily performed by a DB query or by using 

MS Excel 2007. 
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3.3.2.5. Step # 5: Region’s Members Sub-Level Grouping 

This fifth step consists in deriving several sub-groups from each high-level one obtained in the 

preceding process phase. We can split it into two main tasks. The first one aims at identifying the 

minimum value of each high-level group member’s distance D(Sj, mi

3.3.2.6. Step # 6: Members Group’s Prioritization List Generation 

), corresponding then to the 

member’s nearest station. The second task consists in grouping all the high-level members having the 

same nearest station into sub-groups. By combining all high-level groups processing, one can result in up 

to “n²”sub-level groups. 

The major advantage associated with this segmentation by nearest station is that it groups all 

the members living in each station’s radius equal to the selection criteria magnitude, while taking into 

account its relative geographical position in the overall region.  
 

The preceding step allowed us to identify all the active members’ groups that one shall use in 

the model. Now, we need to generate the prioritization list that determines the order followed by the 

corresponding members for their respective trip selection, from the nearest to the farthest station 

within the studied region. This is achieved by computing the average distance to all the region’s stations 

of all the sub-level groups’ members. Then, by ranking them in an increasing order, we are then able to 

generate the priority list for each single sub-level group. 
 

The overall generic active members’ segmentation process is summarized in the following flowchart: 
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Data Requirements: Coordinates of both Members’ Households and Stations & Network Categorization 

Active Members’ Classification Process                                                                     

YES NO

Select Only Active Members for a period of a period of 1 year for 
the overall network

                                For each High-Level Group:
A. For each member, identify the nearest station  (minimal value of all  
     distances to region’s stations)
B. Cluster Members into Sub-Level Groups by Common Nearest 
     Station
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à Rows: Latitude & Longitude Coordinates of all Active Members
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« n² » Sub-Level Groups

6

4
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Heterogeneous Region 
Selection Criterion

LEGEND:

2D table with latitude and 
longitude coordinates

                                 For each Sub-Level Group:
A. Compute Average Distance of All Sub-Group Members to each 
     Region’s Station
B. Rank Stations in increasing order (the average nearest to the 
     farthest)     

If Only One 
Network Category

Group members by Member’s Number of Distances Less or 
Equal than the Selection Criterion

3

Compute Members’ Households Distances to
 all the region’s stations

2

5

2D Table with All « n * i » 
Distances Computed

Maximum of « n » High-
Level Groups

1

Homogeneous Region 
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Members’ Classification Table with 
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Final Document Output

Process

 

Figure 12. Generic Active Members Segmentation’s Process with Stations’ Prioritization Lists Generation for Trip Selection 
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3.3.3. Pilot Region’s Members’ Segmentation Output 

As far as our pilot region is concerned, it is composed of a mix of two network categories, as 

mentioned in section 3.2, which satisfies one the conditions previously stated regarding the maximum of 

network categories allowed per studied region. Therefore, due to this heterogeneous state of the pilot 

region, we need to compute accordingly the main selection criterion as follows: 
 

 

By using the preceding selection criterion value for region # 5, the segmentation process 

allowed us to successfully select a set of 881 active members living in the pilot region out of a total of 

12802, representing then an overall proportion of 6.88% of the network population. This set was then 

clustered into 8 major groups as summarized in the following figure:  
 

 
Figure 13. High Level Segmentation of Pilot Region's Active Members 

 

By applying the previously presented process, we have generated our pilot region’s table, 

presented in Appendix A, which summarizes the different group references, along with their respective 

magnitude (number of active members) and priority list. As far as the priority list is concerned, it is 

composed of 9 elements, corresponding to the pilot region’s 9 stations. Each of these elements are 

decomposed into two sub-elements, one corresponding to the Communauto’s station’s reference (such 

as “41”), and the other one corresponding to the reference of the corresponding station in our 

simulation model (1 standing for station 41, 2 for 45, 3 for 49, and so on). The justification for this 

additional referencing system shall be explained and justified in section 4.3. 
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The following table presents the first seven out of a total of forty sub-level groups generated 

using this process, along with their respective priority list and magnitude (refer to Appendix A for the 

complete version). 

 

   
Stations Priority Rank 

 
Number of    

Active Members  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Group # 1 1 
Stations Ref # 49 196 45 123 62 197 109 236 41 

Model Ref # 3 7 2 6 4 8 5 9 1 

Group # 2 18 
Stations Ref # 196 45 123 62 236 197 49 109 41 

Model Ref # 7 2 6 4 9 8 3 5 1 

Group # 3 10 
Stations Ref # 45 196 197 109 62 123 49 236 41 

Model Ref # 2 7 8 5 4 6 3 9 1 

Group # 4 3 
Stations Ref # 49 196 123 45 236 62 197 109 41 

Model Ref # 3 7 6 2 9 4 8 5 1 

Group # 5 79 
Stations Ref # 62 196 123 45 197 236 109 49 41 

Model Ref # 4 7 6 2 8 9 5 3 1 

Group # 6 17 
Stations Ref # 123 196 62 236 45 197 109 49 41 

Model Ref # 6 7 4 9 2 8 5 3 1 

Group # 7 55 
Stations Ref # 196 62 45 123 197 236 109 49 41 

Model Ref # 7 4 2 6 8 9 5 3 1 
 

Table 12. Sample of the Complete Pilot Regions’ Active Members Segmentation 

 

 

This section has allowed us to present and rationalize the selection of the study’s pilot region, 

which shall serve as an application example but also evaluate the validity as well as the reproducibility of 

our discrete event simulation model. Moreover, we have presented in great details the active members 

segmentation process that needs to be performed for each study instance so as to model in realistic 

terms the activity within the studied region. Up to this point, we have set all the theoretical background 

and requirements to performing such a network’s growth strategy evaluation through our model, which 

is presented in the subsequent section. 
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4. MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
This section presents the discrete event simulation (DES) model used in our approach to 

simulate the activities of the studied set of network stations, which will allow us to test several growth 

strategies and ultimately identify the best alternative(s). First, we shall present the main objectives of 

the DES model as well as the set of functional diagrams we have generated to design the model’s 

operational skeleton. Then, we shall go through an extensive detailed description of the model that 

explains how each of the sub-processes is being modeled and how the different performance metrics 

are being monitored throughout the simulation time. Following the description of this generic tool, we 

shall present the recommended procedures to first validate the model, then to generate the different 

scenarios based on the performance evaluation of the original set of stations. Finally, we will enumerate 

and review different extended applications that our model has the capability to address. 
 

4.1. Discrete Event Simulation Model Objectives 

The DES model, designed using Rockwell Automation ARENA® 12, serves two primary goals. 

First, it should simulate as much realistic as possible the activities taking place in any given set of 

stations, which we refer to in this document as a region. Second, it will enable us to select the best 

growth strategy addressing the inherent growth of the studied region that would maximize the active 

members’ satisfaction level while minimizing the number of vehicles available. 
 

4.1.1. Objective # 1: Simulate Region’s Activity 

The model shall allow us first to analyze the actual state, or system performance, of the studied 

region by using several output metrics that will be presented later on. Prior to conducting the test 

scenarios, the model needs to be validated in terms of realism and reproducibility. This is achieved by 

cross-checking the values of different output metrics to the actual measurements obtained from a 

preliminary network analysis, such as the one presented in sections 2 and 3 for Communauto’s GRM 

network. 
 

4.1.2. Objective # 2: Select the best growth strategy 

Since our goal is to identify the optimal growth strategy, we need to incorporate in the actual 

region’s state DES model the growth factor that characterizes the network category/categories the 

region belongs to, as described in section 2.2.3.3. By analyzing this new system performance as it is, it 

will enable us to identify the different combinations of generic growth strategies to test, based on the 

technique presented in section 2.3.3. These combinations, representing the model’s test scenarios, will 

be analyzed by creating new DES model versions. Indeed, by applying certain minor modifications to the 

original DES model version, we shall be able to run the different scenarios and perform a detailed 

comparative analysis of their respective performance by using Rockwell Arena® 12 Output Analyzer and 

Process Analyzer tools. Finally, we will be able to rank the different test scenarios and ultimately identify 

the best course of action that would maximize the members’ satisfaction level while minimizing the 

number of vehicles. 
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It is worth mentioning that one of the greatest challenges of this model was to design it in such 

a way that it would not require fundamental modifications or manipulations to easily adapt it to any 

region’s specificities. The detailed description of the model, presented in section 4.3, will shed the light 

on the techniques and tools used to enable such a generic facet of the model. 
 

4.2. Transaction Process Mapping 

In order to define the set of entities as well as processes to incorporate in our DES model, we 

have first designed several functional charts that review in great details the sequence of activities each 

member goes through to finally perform a trip, later on referred as a transaction. The process map we 

have designed can be applied to model the network activities of any CSO having the same classical 

operational model as Communauto’s. 
 

4.2.1. General Process Map 

We shall define a transaction as the sequence of activities ranging from the initial reservation 

made by a member to the end of his/her trip, be it cancelled or successfully completed. In more details, 

a transaction is composed of five major processes: the Reservation Process (REP), the Cancellation 

Process (CAP), Vehicle Availability and Trip Start (VAT), Trip Extension (TIX) and Trip End (TED). All these 

processes have been incorporated into the general transaction process map, presented in figure 16. This 

process map, designed as a functional flowchart, enables to identify and characterize the different 

interactions occurring between all the entities of our model: the Household (HOD), Member (MEB) 

(affiliated to one household), Reservation Management System (RMS), Station (SAT), Customer Support 

Services (CSS) and Vehicle or Car (CAR).  

The following figure presents the legend used to design our general transaction process map as 

well as all the other functional diagrams described in the subsequent section of the document: 
 

 

Figure 14. Legend of the General Transaction Process Map and its complementary Functional Flowcharts 
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Figure 15. General Transaction Process Map 
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In the preceding flowchart, we have referenced all the processes and sub-processes (see circles 

with numbers) that we shall model in more details based on the actual functioning of Communauto 

services, being equivalent to most of CSOs’. The following table presents a more elaborated referencing 

system that will be used throughout the model’s description: 
 

Main 
Process 

Reference 
Main Process Sub-Process Title 

Reference 
Number 

REP 
Reservation 

Process 

Member starts reservation process by selecting 
different criteria REP-1 

RMS assigns station based on member’s criteria 
and vehicle availability REP-2 

CAP Cancellation 
Process 

Transaction’s Cancellation  Request CAP-3 

Late Arrival of the Member at the Station 
resulting in trip cancellation CAP-4 

Update the RMS and adjust station’s availability CAP-5 

VAT 
Vehicle Availability 

and Trip Start 

Check Vehicle’s Availability in Station VAT-6 

Member is being assigned to another Station VAT-7 

TIS Trip Extension 
Trip Extension Request of the member to CSS TIS-8 

CSS determines the possibility of the Trip 
Extension TIS-9 

TED Trip End Finalization of the Transaction TED-10 

Table 13. Description and Referencing of the Transaction’s Sub-processes  

NB: the notation “REP-1” refers to main process: Reservation Process and to the sub-process # 1 
 

4.2.2. Processes Functional Flowcharts 

In order to build our simulation model, we have designed five functional diagrams, representing 

all the previously presented sub-processes, whom one can easily refer to by using the reference code 

introduced in the previous table. Theses flowcharts represent the skeleton of our model and are being 

complemented, in terms of assumptions and data requirements, by the tables presented in the 

subsequent section. For space purposes, we have included these flowcharts in Appendix C. 
 

Several operational aspects specific to Communauto policies have been taken into account in 

the design of these flowcharts, such as the fact that cancellation requests placed prior to the trip start 

time by 2 hours automatically penalizes the member while still validating it. Moreover, we have inserted 

several controlling variables (see variables in bold) throughout the flowcharts that aims at keeping track 

of all requests statuses, which will then facilitate the data gathering process and ultimately the system’s 

performance analysis. 
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4.3. Model Description and Functioning 

This section contains the extensive description of the discrete event simulation model we have 

developed based on the previously presented functional charts. In fact, it contains all the data 

requirements, assumptions, and the transaction processes’ model designs. Moreover, in order to 

complete our approach, a series of procedures and techniques used for validating the model, generating 

the different test scenarios as well as performing the scenarios comparative analysis follows the model’s 

description.  
 

The following figure presents the graphical representation of the overall DES model design, 

which is explained in great depth in the subsequent sub-sections of the document: 
 

 

 

Figure 16. Complete DES Model Graphical Representation 
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4.3.1. Steady-State vs. Terminating DES Model 

Prior to designing the discrete event simulation model for the carsharing activities, we need first 

to determine the best appropriate design, which is totally dependent on the type of system we are 

dealing with. As a matter of fact, there exist two general high-level types of systems: the Terminating 

and the Steady-state ones. According to Kelton, on one hand, a terminating system is “one in which the 

model dictates specific starting and stopping conditions as a natural reflection of how the target system 

actually operates” (Simulation with Arena, 2nd edition, p. 233). This corresponds to all systems 

terminating based on a condition or rule such as ‘processing all customers until 5 pm’, as in a call center 

unit or a bank branch. On the other hand, a steady-state system is one “in which the quantities to be 

estimated are defined in the long run […] over theoretically an infinite time frame” (Simulation with 

Arena, 2nd

  

 edition, p. 233), such as public hospital emergency units. These systems are generally working 

on a 24 hour basis, 365 days a year without real interruption of their activities. 
 

It is important to point out that the main difference between these two systems, as far as our 

DES model is concerned, resides in their respective output analysis procedures. In fact, in opposition 

with the steady state model, the terminating model starts with an empty system, and runs until the 

condition or rule is being satisfied, and then goes on like this for each single period of activity. However, 

to get a representative analysis of any steady-state systems, it is essential to distinguish between two 

separate and distinct phases of their operational behavior. In fact, there is what is generally reffered as a 

warm-up period, corresponding to the time required for the system to reach its stable phase, the 

steady-state, being fully representative of the system’s long-term behavior. As a consequence, the data 

generated during the warm-up biases the overall system’s data, since it does not reflect its normal 

behavior. We shall illustrate this issue in more depth in section 5.1.1. 
 

Based on the previous definitions, we can clearly categorize the carsharing system, in general, as 

a steady-state one since it provides its members with a fleet of vehicles accessible at any time, any day 

throughout the years. This directly implies that our DES model must simulate the activities at any 

network’s region in a continuous fashion, that is to say, without any operational interruption between 

each subsequent day and each allowed reservation period. 
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4.3.2. Model Assumptions and Constraints 

This section presents both the procedural and operational assumptions made to design our 

model. It is worth mentioning that the data assumptions presented here can be evaluated more 

accurately when having full access to the required data. Our assumptions were mainly drawn on the 

basis of Grasset’s study and on the current Communauto’s operational policies. 
 

4.3.2.1. Functional Flowcharts Coverage Extent 

As far as the scope of our DES model is concerned, we did not include three of the sub-

processes mentioned in previous table 14, which are closely interconnected. In fact, they represent the 

case where members arrive late at their assigned station, then leading to a series of internal processes 

to make sure that the late members gets penalized and the one eventually waiting for the late member 

gets another car at another station as soon as possible. We did exclude these sub-processes from our 

model since they generally represent a small proportion of the overall trips performed within a system; 

however, they could eventually complement our DES model if we were to simulate the costs associated 

with the reservations, which is out of scope as far as our study is concerned. 
 

4.3.2.2. Main Operational Assumptions 

The following list presents the assumptions made to design our DES model, which correspond 

for the most part to the classical operational model requirements and Communauto’s policies: 

a) All members are required to return back the vehicle at the same location he/she picked it up 
b) All transactions in a given set of stations are performed when members are in their respective 

households 
c) Consider that only the members living in the same region have access to the studied set of 

stations, while accounting for a 3% proportion of external demand (Grasset, 2009) 
d) The minimum reservation duration allowed is 30 minutes and all the reservations’ durations are 

expressed as factors of this minimum timeslot 
e) Reservations can be made up to 7 days in advance, including the same day (Communauto’s policy) 
f) Cancellation and Trip Extension Requests can be placed at any time prior to the trip start time 
g) The maximum trip duration in our model is set to 24 hours although it is, in reality, theoretically 

unlimited. However, since this type of trips is relatively rare and since they would also involve 
higher complexity in terms of design, they have been omitted from our system’s activities scope. 

h) Even though the actual reservation system allows the customer to select the station he/she 
wants, we have implemented a selection process based on the minimal distance to travel to get a 
vehicle to simulate it 

i) The trip extension requests will be validated even if the asked duration was not entirely available; 
therefore, allowing partial validation of the request 

j) Consider only one type of vehicle available at all carsharing stations 
k) Each reservation request that cannot be fulfilled, even partially, shall be considered as lost; 

assuming then that the customer cannot change his/her trip requirements 
l) Exclude all car failures and late members’ arrivals (potential development areas of the DES model) 
m) No distinction has been made between weekdays and week-ends 
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4.3.2.3. Data Requirements and Assumptions 

In order to generate the appropriate transaction elements for each one of the members’ trips, 

we have generated a set of data assumptions for each single sub-process involving an interaction 

between a member and an entity regulating the system, be it the RMS, Station or CSS. This applies to 

the reservation (REP-1 and REP-2), the cancellation (CAP-3) and the trip extension requests (TIS-8 and 

TIS-9). Most of the figures were drawn from both Grasset’s study and other general assumptions based 

on the actual performance of the GRM carsharing network. 

These following data values have been incorporated into the design of our model in such a way 

that they can all be easily modified through simple data entry modification (not altering the actual 

design and flow of the model), enabling one to easily adapt the DES model to any CSO’s network. These 

values are either stated in terms of frequencies of occurrence (percentage) or in intervals. The data, 

whose dimension is a percentage, are incorporated into the model in either decision blocks (with 

selection by chance criteria) or by using a discrete function (‘DISC()’). As far as the intervals are 

concerned, we use the uniform distribution density function to generate uniformly values between the 

two extremes. 
 

4.3.2.3.1. Reservation Requests 

When placing a reservation, a member has to specify four main pieces of information that we 

shall refer to as reservation attributes: the desired station, reservation date, reservation start time and 

duration. Regarding the desired station selection, an internal procedure we have designed takes care of 

it dynamically, as it is explained in more depth in section 4.3.6. 

As previously stated in assumption e, the Communauto’s RMS allows any member to place 

his/her reservation on the same day of the request or during the six subsequent days, accounting for a 

total of seven consecutive days. Therefore, we have created a reservation attribute that records the 

value of the day the member wants to place his/her reservation on, and is dynamically generated using 

the proportions presented in the following figure: 
 

 

 
Figure 17. DES Model Data Assumptions: Reservation Date Attribute Distribution 
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Moreover, we need to generate the trip start time so that it reflects the actual general activity 

at the different network stations. For example, we know that the majority of the trips occur during day 

time, which we have defined as the time interval between 6 am and 6 pm. The following table presents 

the different proportions of the trip start time for each single day of activity: 
 

 

Time 
Category 

Category 
Proportion 

Time Sub-
category 

Sub-category 
Proportion 

6 am – 6 pm 75% 

6 am – 10 am 40% 

10 am – 3 pm 20% 

3 pm – 6 pm 40% 

6 pm – 10 pm 15% 
6 pm – 8 pm 60% 

8 pm – 10 pm 40% 

10 pm – 6 am 10% 
10 pm – 1 am 80% 

1 am – 6am 20% 

Table 14. DES Model Data Assumptions: Reservation Trip Start Time Attribute Distribution 
 

 

Finally, we need to generate the trip duration attribute so as to reflect the actual activity of the 

system. In general, the carsharing services are used for short distances and/or short time periods. 

Moreover, we know that the minimum reservations’ timeslot unit is half-an-hour; as a consequence, we 

need to express these durations as a factor of this reservation’s time unit (i.e., 30, 60, 90, minutes, etc.). 

The following figure presents the proportional distribution of the trip duration for all reservations.  
 

 

 
 

Figure 18. DES Model Data Assumptions: Reservation Trip Duration Attribute Distribution 
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4.3.2.3.2. Cancellation Requests 

According to Grasset’s GRM reservations analysis over a course of 4 years, we know that, on 

average, 15% of all placed reservations are being cancelled prior to the trip start. We have incorporated 

this factor in a decision block of the DES model, as presented in the following figure: 
 

 
Figure 19. Cancellation Proportion Rate in DES Model's Decision Block 

 

The cancellation request is primarily conditioned by one single factor, being the placed date and 

time of the request. In fact, in real operational terms, the member interacts with the RMS to cancel 

his/her reservation at any time prior to the trip start time. As a consequence, we must be able to 

generate the cancellation request at a certain point of time within our model, which follows the 

proportional distribution presented in the following figure: 
 

 

 

Figure 20. DES Model Data Assumptions: Cancellation Placed Date/Time Attribute Distribution 
 

It is worth mentioning that the cancellation placed date/time allocated to each entity depends 

on the actual duration of the trip, which means that if the assigned cancellation time is greater than the 

actual duration of the trip, we have made sure in our model design to allocate a valid time through 

several iterations until the criteria is being satisfied (refer to figure 30).  
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4.3.2.3.3. Trip Extensions Requests 

This request corresponds to the willingness of a member, already performing a trip with a given 

vehicle, to extend his/her current trip for a given additional duration. This request has to be processed 

by the RMS to either approve or reject it. We consider in our model that this represents an average of 

30% of all trips. We have incorporated this factor in a decision block of the DES model, as presented in 

the following figure: 
 

 
Figure 21. Trip Extension Proportion Rate in DES Model's Decision Block 

 

The trip extension request is characterized by two major attributes: the placed time of the 

request prior to the trip end, and the asked additional trip duration. As far as the first attribute is 

concerned, we must be able to generate the trip request at a certain point of time within our model, 

which follows the proportional distribution presented in the following figure: 
 

 

Figure 22. DES Model Data Assumptions: Trip Extension Additional Duration Attribute Distribution 
 

Similarly to the cancellation request, the trip extension request’s placed date/time allocated to 

each entity depends on the actual duration of the trip, which means that if the assigned trip extension 

placed time is greater than the actual duration of the trip, we have made sure in our model design to 

allocate a valid time through several iterations until the criteria is being satisfied (refer to section 

4.3.6.3.1 for more details).  
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 The second attribute corresponds to the requested trip additional duration, which starts after 

the initial trip end time and not at the time of the request. In order to generate such data, we have 

agreed upon the following values proportional distribution, presented in the following figure: 
 

 

Figure 23. DES Model Data Assumptions: Trip Extension Placed Date/Time Attribute Distribution 
 

To conclude this request data requirements description, it is worth pointing out that the 

requested additional duration may differ to the available one, and that, in general, the customers will 

always agree to go with the minimum possible additional time. As a consequence, we assume that any 

member requesting a trip extension will still accept its partial approval. The process we have used to 

model this complex trip extension request is provided in great details in section 4.3.6.3. 
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4.3.3. Model Internal Variables Description 

In order to ensure the reproducibility of our DES model, we have defined several controlling 

variables. These variables are of two types: static or dynamic. The static variables corresponds in simple 

terms to the storage of some model specificities such as stations’ capacities and whose values are not 

updated throughout the model run, as opposed to the dynamic ones. In fact, the dynamic variables are 

generally used to keep track of certain metrics in the context of a DES model. 

Our model is composed of three major variables and few others primarily used to measure 

certain scenario output metrics. 
 

4.3.3.1. Active Members’ Groups Variable 

The active members’ groups variable is a bi-dimensional matrix of m * j elements, where “m” 

stands for the total number of active members' groups and “j" for the total number of stations 

composing the studied region. This static variable stores the stations priority list of all members' groups 

obtained from the previously presented "Active Members Segmentation" process (refer to section 3.3 

for more details).  

Based on the model assumptions previously presented, we need to implement an internal 

process to generate the selected region’s station for each one the reservations. Since the station’s 

selection is majorly based, in practice, on the minimal distance the member has to travel to any point of 

access near his/her household location, the preferred station corresponds then to the first element of its 

corresponding member’s group, and so on. Therefore, this variable is the vital tool that enables such a 

dynamic allocation of stations, which shall be discussed in more depth in section 4.3.6.1. 

The following snapshot of the model presents this variable for our pilot region # 5, based on the 

results obtained from section 3.3.3:  
 

 
Figure 24. Active Members' Groups Variable in DES Model 

 

As we can see from the previous figure, the Active Members Groups variable, entitled here 

Group_Stations is composed of 9 columns and 41 rows, although we had obtained only 40 distinct active 

members’ groups. This 41st group is the solution to the assumption c, which models the activities of the 

3% external demand. 
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4.3.3.2. Region’s Stations Capacities’ Variable 

The number and capacities of the stations defines for the most part the studied region, and 

therefore needs to be modeled adequately to enable easy modifications for scenario testing and 

model’s replications. This has been achieved through the implementation of a static mono-dimensional 

variable, composed of i elements, where “j" stands for the model reference index of the region’s station, 

and its value for the corresponding station’s capacity.  
 

4.3.3.3. Reservation Schedules’ Variables 

As mentioned in assumption e, the reservations can be placed six days in advance as well as on 

the same day in the proportions presented in figure 17. In order to enable such a dynamic process, we 

had two options at hand. The first one corresponds to the use of the internal Schedule tool enabled in 

Rockwell Arena 12, which allows allocating different resources’ capacities for each time period. 

However, since one of our main goals was to design a generic tool that can be applied to any set of 

stations, regardless of their number and capacities, it would have been highly complex and cumbersome 

to modify this tool’s values for each test scenario and/or other regions. In addition, this step would also 

have had to be repeated for each single station of the studied region, resulting in even higher 

complexity. As a consequence, we have decided to create our own scheduling system on which the 

reservation, cancellation and trip extension processes would rely on. 

This scheduling system is integrally based on a set of seven variables, the first corresponding to 

the current day (or day 0) schedule, the second one to the next day (or day 1), and so on. It is worth 

mentioning that depending on the date of the member’s reservation generated in our model, it will 

automatically refer to the corresponding variable. For example, if the reservation is to be placed in 5 

days, the model will process the request by referencing to the schedule of day 5.  

Each one of these seven variables corresponds to a bi-dimensional matrix of “j * 48” elements, 

where “j” stands for the model reference index of the region’s station. As previously mentioned in 

assumption d, the reservations’ durations are expressed as factors of 30 minutes’ timeslots and since 

the vehicles are available on a 24 hour basis, we have divided each single day’s schedule into 48 

timeslots, corresponding to the 48 columns of the different variables. Each one of these elements can 

take a value from 0 up to the maximum capacity of the corresponding station “j” (the row index). This 

dynamic setting of the maximum value is enabled by cross-checking the previously presented stations’ 

capacities variable within all the main transaction sub-processes (refer to section 4.3.6 for more details).  

To sum up, each one of these elements reflects the number of vehicles being or planned to be 

used during the corresponding timeslot. In order to illustrate this last point, we have taken a snapshot of 

the graphical representation into arrays of the schedules of the current simulation day (Day # 0) and Day 

# 3, on day # 18 at 2.53 pm (simulation time = 422.88 hours) of the pilot region’s model simulation run, 

which is as follows: 
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Figure 25. Pilot Region's DES Model Snapshot of the Day 0 and Day 3 Schedules at t = 17. 62 days 

 

As the simulation run time passes from one day to the next, the schedule of day 1 is no longer 

the schedule of the next day but becomes the schedule of the current day, in other terms: day 0. This is 

valid for all the different schedules apart from the initial day 0 schedule which is to be eliminated. As a 

consequence, we needed an internal process that would take care of swapping all the different 

schedules in order not to lose the reservations already having been placed throughout the simulation 

run time. The separate sub-model used to accomplish this dynamic and periodic (every 24 hours, at 

midnight) task is presented in figure 26, presented in the subsequent page. 

 

In order to learn more about how this scheduling system is being used throughout the model, 

please refer to section 4.3.6. 
 

4.3.3.4. Others 

The other remaining variables are only used to keep track dynamically of certain metrics used to 

ultimately compute some statistics for the region’s output performance evaluation and the comparative 

scenarios analysis. For example, the variable named “Unsuccessfull_Reservations” keeps track internally 

of the number of reservations requests who could not be satisfied so as to compute the reservation 

denial rate throughout the simulation run (refer to section 4.4 for more details on output metrics). 
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Figure 26. Schedules Swapping Process' DES Sub-Model 
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4.3.4. Members’ Arrival Rate Generation Process 

Generally speaking, the input data required to compute a given arrival rate of some entities 

within the system is performed by gathering and analyzing its corresponding history during a relatively 

long and, most of all, representative time window. Then, by using Rockwell Arena 12 Input Analyzer, one 

can easily determine the most representative statistical distribution with all its relevant parameters’ 

values and therefore use it to generate the corresponding entities’ arrival rate(s). This process, which is 

the most accurate one currently available, requires having full access to the data of the entities in 

question. However, as far as our model is concerned, it would necessitate analyzing the activities of all 

the groups’ members in each of the region’s stations. Although this task is theoretically achievable by 

using advanced database queries, we have defined a technique that would enable us to achieve similar 

goals without having to perform all the previously presented steps. 
 

This technique is based on the Active Members Segmentation outputs, presented in section 3.3, 

and a formula we have developed for the matter. This formula is principally based on one factor that 

measures the average number of monthly reservations made per active member. This factor dictates 

the number of reservation entities that need to be generated for each single member of each region’s 

group during each simulation window of one month. This value needs to be determined accurately 

through an extensive historical data analysis of the overall network.  

As far as the GRM’s network is concerned, this factor was studied by Grasset (2009), and its 

historical evolution from 2005 to 2008 is presented in the following figure (refer to the red curve): 
 

 
Figure 27. GRM’s Average Number of Reservations per Month per Active Member (Grasset, 2009) 

 

From this figure, we can clearly see that this factor’s data points tend to fall around the value 5 

since 2005. Nevertheless, there is an apparent slight increase since 2007 that seems to keep on in 2008, 

resulting in an overall factor equal to 5.2 reservations/month/active member. In order to use this value 

for the computation of the members’ arrival rates of all the different groups, it is vital to assume that 

this factor is representative of the overall GRM’s network dynamics and is uniformly distributed 

throughout the different regions of the same network. 
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All the other remaining parameters used in the formula are independent of the region or 

network being studied. In fact, since the previously presented factor is expressed in terms of month, we 

need to adjust it to finally obtain the formula that will evaluate the time period between two 

consecutive members arrivals, in terms of hours. Therefore, we assume an average number of 30 days 

per month and since all the carsharing vehicles are available on a 24 hour basis, this will result in 30 * 24 

= 720 hours in which each single member places, on average, 5.2 reservations. However, this factor 

corresponds to a mean value and does not incorporate any stochastic dimension that is more 

representative of the reality. To do that, we shall refer to the statistical definition of this specific arrival 

rate. In fact, the time period between two consecutive data points is theoretically characterized by an 

exponential distribution whose parameter is the arrival’s mean value. Therefore, we need to use our 

mean value as the main parameter of an exponential distribution. The following equation presents the 

ultimate formula used to compute the arrival rate of each members group, where: 
 

 
 

By using the equation (1) for all the pilot region’s members groups, we obtain the different 

arrival rates whose respective mean values are presented in Appendix B. Then, by entering these values 

into the respective model blocks, we are able to generate all the necessary instances throughout the 

simulation run, independent of its length. The following figure presents a snapshot of the pilot region’s 

seventeenth members group’s model block where we can see that every EXPO(2.036199095), a new 

entity instance is randomly generated into the system: 

 
Figure 28. Pilot Region's DES Model: Snapshot of the 17th Members Group Module 
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4.3.5. Reservation Entity Presentation 

4.3.5.1. Reservation Attributes  

Each of the previously presented members groups’ blocks generates a new entity based on the 

frequency defined by the corresponding arrival rate. This entity corresponds initially to a new 

reservation request entered in the RMS, which we shall refer to in this document as the reservation 

entity. As it was previously presented in the transaction's functional flowcharts, a reservation is 

characterized by several elements, referred here as the entity attributes. The following table provides a 

detailed description of these attributes along with the table and/or figure reference(s) for their 

respective data requirements (all expressed as positive integers): 
 

DES Model 
Attribute 

Name 
Attribute Definition Values 

Data 
Requirements 

Reference 

Res_Date_In 
Reservation date – Number of days on which 
the reservation is to be placed [ 0 ; 6 ] Figure 17 

Res_Time Reservation Start Time [ 0 ; 48 ] Table 14 

Res_Duration Reservation Trip Duration [ 0 ; 48 ] Assumption g & 
Figure 18 

Test_Station 

Station Choice where the reservation should 
be placed (value obtained from the first element in the 
Members Groups Variable and updated if necessary 
through the stations allocation process: section 4.3.6.1.1) 

[ 1 ; n ] Section 4.3.3.1 & 
Appendix B 

Table 15. DES Model Reservation Attributes Definition 
 

4.3.5.2. Reservation Attributes Allocation Process 

Once the reservation entity is being generated by the members groups’ blocks into the system, 

it goes through an Assign block that, as it name says, assigns values to the different attributes based on 

their respective data requirements. In order to randomly distribute these values, we have used an 

internal function named DISC(), which is a statistical cumulative uniform distribution density function. 

The following figure provides with a snapshot illustrating this latter point for the Res_Date_In attribute: 
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Figure 29. Reservation Attributes Allocation DES Module 

The portion of the DES model taking care of this reservation attributes allocation process is 

presented in the following figure: 
 

 
Figure 30. Reservation Attributes Allocation Process' DES Sub-Model 

 

As the figure above presents, one of the sub-model sections, entitled “Check the Reservation’s 

Validity and Late Reservation Case Handling”, corresponds to the management system designed to take 

care of certain inherent exceptions where the attributes are not compatible with one another. 
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4.3.6. Specific Processes Management 

The generic model we have designed manages the three primary processes involving the 

customer interaction with both the RMS and the CSS: the reservation (REP), cancellation (CAP) and trip 

extension (TIS) requests. It is worth mentioning that all these processes have been developed so as to 

avoid any design change when used for different regions and/or networks. Therefore, the processes’ 

designs handle any type of region and/or model scenario and do not require the user to change any of 

its settings. These processes, as well as the trip processing system, are presented in great details in the 

following sub-sections. 
 

4.3.6.1. REP Management 

The reservation sub-model is separated into two main blocks. The first one aims at checking the 

availability of the requested reservation while the second one takes care of the update operations once 

the first block has approved it. The functioning of this reservation management system is therefore 

presented in two steps where we will also explain and illustrate how the stations’ allocation process is 

implemented and how it actually works. 
 

4.3.6.1.1. First REP Sub-Model Block: Reservation Verification Process 

All the reservation entities generated by all the members groups pass through the same and 

unique reservation verification sub-model, whose main function is to either approve or deny the 

reservation based on the availability of the region’s stations. This task is being performed by taking into 

account the specific values of the reservation entity’s attributes and going through a series of a 

maximum of four steps. The following figure provides a graphical representation of the DES model 

section that takes care of this verification process: 
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Figure 31. Reservation Verification Process' Sub-Model 
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The first step consists of identifying if the reservation falls in only one or two days. This 

condition is verified by considering both the Res_Time and Res_Duration attributes. The result of this 

model step is reflected in the value of an internal variable that will dictate if the model needs to check 

only one or two schedules variables for the overall verification process. 

The second step’s utility resides in identifying the exact schedule variable the model needs to 

perform its overall verification operations on. For example, if the attribute’s value is equal to 2, the 

verification will be done only on the Day 2 Schedule Variable. Nevertheless, there is an exception to this 

rule, which corresponds to the previously mentioned reservation on two consecutive days. If it is 

applicable, the verification process is split into two sub-steps by first using the schedule corresponding 

to the Res_Date_In attribute and then by using the corresponding subsequent schedule, which would 

correspond to Day 3 Schedule Variable for the same previously used example. 

The third step checks the availability of the total number of timeslots, given by the Res_Time 

and Res_Duration attributes, in the corresponding schedule variable within the row that corresponds to 

the preferred station. The initial Test_Station value, corresponding to the preferred station, is obtained 

by referring to the first element of the stations’ priority list of the corresponding members’ group, 

stored in the Members Groups Variable (refer to section 4.3.3.1). It is worth mentioning that in order for 

a reservation to be approved, each one of the required elements of the corresponding day schedule 

variable must verify the following condition: the timeslot value must be strictly less than the 

corresponding station’s capacity, defined in the Region’s Stations Capacities’ Variable (refer to section 

4.3.3.2). If the condition is satisfied for the first station on the priority list, the entity is sent directly to 

the second reservation model block, skipping then the last remaining verification step. 

 The fourth step is only reached if the reservation was not satisfied for the first preferred station 

of the given member (belonging to a specific active members’ group). This step consists in performing 

the preceding third step for each one of the subsequent stations mentioned in the corresponding 

members group’s priority list. This iterative process goes on from the second to, theoretically, the last 

element n, until we either validate or deny (if all stations were checked) the reservation request. The 

following figure presents the model section that is responsible for initiating this iterative process, as well 

the model section where the denied reservation entities are sent to be disposed: 

 
Figure 32. Stations Allocation Process and Reservation Denial Tracking 
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4.3.6.1.2. Second REP Sub-Model Block: Reservation Validation Process 

The second block of the reservation management system is reached by any entity whose 

reservation was approved in the first preceding block. This validation process is performed by increasing 

by one unit the value of all the timeslots corresponding to the requested reservation in the station 

where it was previously approved. In fact, an internal variable keeps track of the final station’s reference 

(1 to 9) throughout the rest of the model since it is used in several other processes, presented in the 

subsequent sections of the document. 
 

It is worth mentioning that this model block has been originally designed to take care of two 

primary functions: the first one corresponding to the reservation validation process we have just 

presented and the second one corresponding to the cancellation validation process presented in section 

4.3.6.2.2. This design was preferred to others that required much more process blocks, which would 

have ultimately complicated the design itself and increase the time to conduct a complete simulation 

run. In order to make sure of the compatibility of both processes, we have used several internal 

processes to ensure that they never overlap on one another. The graphical representation of this model 

block is presented in the figure in the subsequent page. 
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Figure 33. Reservation Validation Process' Sub-Model 
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4.3.6.2. CAP Management 

In reality, the cancellation of any reservation can be placed at any time prior to the 

corresponding trip start and for a proportion of reservations defined in section 4.3.2.3.2. This stochastic 

aspect represents the major challenge for the modeling of this process for which we provided a practical 

solution presented in the first block of the cancellation sub-model while the second block aims at 

updating the corresponding schedule(s). 
 

4.3.6.2.1. First CAP Sub-Model Block: Cancellation Attributes Allocation Process 

The stochastic aspect of the cancellation request generation is addressed in the first block of the 

Cancellation Sub-model where we generate the cancellation attributes based on the data requirements 

we have previously defined in section 4.3.2.3.2. In this block, we generate the value of the attribute, 

Res_Cancellation_Time, which corresponds to the time prior to the trip start at which the member 

places his/her cancellation request, using the DISC() function.  

Then, we check the validity of the generated cancellation time. In fact, since the trip start time 

and date differ from one entity to another, we have to make sure that the generated cancellation time 

does not precede the actual placed time of the reservation. For example, if the reservation entity 

attributes are such that the trip is supposed to start 8 hours from now, but if the cancellation attribute is 

larger than this actual time, this would result in data inconsistency and potential failure of the model. 

Therefore, we implemented a series of model blocks that make sure that the generated time satisfies 

this essential condition, which is presented in the following figure: 

 

 

Figure 34. Cancellation Validity Check Sub-Model 
 

Once having generated the cancellation time, we have to make sure that the request will only 

be released at the appropriate time. To do that without stopping all the other activities during a 

simulation run and without disposing the entity itself, it has then to wait until its time comes. This is 

achieved by what we called the “Holding Time Prior to Trip Start” reservation entity attribute. This factor 

is computed based on all the other remaining entity attributes and aims at evaluating, in terms of 

seconds, the time required to wait until its corresponding trip effectively starts. This attribute value is 

only generated and assigned to the entity before the cancellation sub-model so as to also be used in the 

trip processing sub-model, as the following figure illustrates: 
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Figure 35. Entity Holding Time Evaluation Block 

 

 

As far as the cancellation request is concerned, this non-value-added wait time is not applied 

until the reservation time is generated. As a matter of fact, in order to simulate the placed date and time 

of the cancellation request, we then make the corresponding entity wait within the system during its 

holding time to which we subtract the value of the cancellation time attribute, and is then released at 

the end of it to go to the second block of the CAP sub-model, where the reservation will be effectively 

cancelled. 

The following figure provides a graphical representation of the overall first block of the CAP sub-

model, which contains all the sub-processes we have previously discussed: 

 

 

Figure 36. Cancellation Attributes Allocation Process' Sub-Model 

 

4.3.6.2.2. Second CAP Sub-Model Block: Cancellation Validation Process 

The primary function of this second block is to update the relevant schedule(s) so as to finally 

process the cancellation request. This is achieved by using the same second block of the reservation 

process presented in section 4.3.6.1.2.The only difference is that instead of increasing by one unit all the 

timeslots corresponding to the reservation, it will decrease them by one unit, which, in operational 

terms, makes the reserved vehicle available again from this point of time.  
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4.3.6.3. TIS Management 

In reality, the trip extension request can be placed by any member during the course of his/her 

trip, in which he/she requests a given additional trip duration. Therefore, this means that we need to be 

able to generate stochastically a new request, based on the proportions defined in section 4.3.2.3.3, and 

to verify if the request can be satisfied either partially or entirely. In fact, as stated in assumption i, the 

request is validated even if the asked duration can only be met partially.  
 

 

Prior to initiating the trip 

processing phase, which precedes the 

trip extension one, the entity needs to be 

hold until its trip start time and date, 

corresponding to the Holding Time Prior 

To Trip Start we have previously 

discussed. This task is accomplished by a 

block module presented in figure 34 (see 

the block at the extreme left).         

                           
Figure 37. Entity Holding Time Processing 

The TIS management is performed into two major phases: the Trip Request Initialization and the 

Trip Request Validation processes, each on being handled by a distinct sub-model block. 
 

 

4.3.6.3.1. First TIS Sub-Model Block: Trip Extension Request Initialization 

The trip extension request is characterized by two main factors: the Request Time and the 

Requested Additional Trip Duration, which are considered as new reservation’s entity attributes. As far 

as our model is concerned, the values of these factors are generated through an Assign block for only 

the members requesting it based on the proportions and data requirements defined in section 4.3.2.3.3. 

For design purposes, this initialization process block takes place prior to the start time of the member’s 

trip but does not affect its behavior.  

Moreover, similarly to the cancelation request, the trip extension request validity has to be 

verified prior to proceeding with it. In fact, we have to make sure that the generated trip extension 

request time does not precede in time the initial duration of the reservation. For example, if the 

reservation entity attributes are such that the initial trip is supposed to last 1 hour, but if the trip 

extension attribute is larger than this actual time, this would result in data inconsistency and potential 

failure of the second TIS sub-model block. As a consequence, we implemented a series of block modules 

that make sure that the generated time satisfies this essential condition. 

The first TIS sub-model block, containing all the sub-processes we have discussed, is presented 

in the following figure: 
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Figure 38. Trip Extension Request Initialization Process' Sub-Model 

 

 

4.3.6.3.2. Second TIS Sub-Model Block: Trip Extension Validation Process 

As previously stated, the trip extension request is only being processed during the course of the 

initial trip duration. In order to be able to simulate such activities at the right time, we have split the trip 

processing into two phases (refer to next section 4.3.6.4 for more details), between which the trip 

extension validation process takes place. This process has similar operational design as the reservation 

verification process presented in section 4.3.6.1.1. In fact, its main function is to check whether the 

requested additional trip duration, starting at the initial trip end time, can be satisfied within the same 

station. The major difference between the two processes is that the trip extension one enables partial 

fulfillment of the request. In fact, there is an internal process that keeps track of the successive 

accumulated timeslots available, and if this value is different from zero, it will then update the 

corresponding schedule variable to reserve the vehicle for the corresponding additional time. Therefore, 

this will result in partial or complete fulfillment of the request or even its denial.  

To sum up, this block is responsible for checking the validity of the request as well as updating 

the corresponding schedule(s) before the start of the second trip processing phase that will be discussed 

in more depth in the subsequent section of the document. This second TIS sub-model block, containing 

all the sub-processes we have discussed, is presented in the following figure (refer to the next two 

pages): 
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Figure 39. Trip Extension Request Validation Process' Sub-Model 
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4.3.6.4. Trip Processing 

The trip processing corresponds to the actual behavior of the different stations of the studied 

region, and is determined by all the previously presented processes. In order to be faithful to the 

operational reality, the trip processing has been separated into two phases in order to allow the trip 

extension request to take place during the course of the initially reserved trip duration. These two 

phases are composed of different block modules in which the incoming entity needs to seize a resource, 

corresponding to a station’s carsharing vehicle. As far as the DES model design in the context of 

Rockwell Arena 12 is concerned, we need to create resources for each one of the region’s stations and 

whose capacities should match the values provided in the stations’ variable presented in section 4.3.3.2. 

The following figure provides a snapshot of the resources table in Arena 12 for the pilot region: 
 

 

 

 
Figure 40. Carsharing Stations' Vehicles: Model Resources Definition 

 

 

 

The overall trip processing sub-model is presented in the following figure where we can see that 

the two trip phases are linked by a sub-model block corresponding to the trip extension request 

validation process. 
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Figure 41. Trip Processing' Sub-Model 
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In order to clearly explain the internal functioning of this sub-model, we shall distinguish 

between two reservation entity groups: the first one corresponding to the entities requiring a trip 

extension and the second one the ones that do not. It is worth mentioning that for design and 

operational purposes, the resources is being seized at the first phase of the trip processing and only 

released at the second phase, independently of the entity group. The following table presents the delay 

time accounted for both these entity groups in both phases: 
 

 First Phase Second Phase 

Entity Requiring Trip 
Extension 

Initial Trip Duration – Trip 
extension time attribute 

Trip Extension time attribute + 
Additional Approved Duration 

Entity Not Requiring 
Trip Extension Initial Trip Duration 0 

Table 16. Two-Phase Trip Processing Delay Times for Each Entity Group 

 

The internal functioning of the process blocks composing each one of the trip phase and 

accounting for the formulas presented in the preceding table is illustrated by the two following figures, 

which present the process blocks for the pilot region’s station # 41:  
 

 
Figure 42. First Phase of Trip Processing at Station # 41 
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Figure 43. Second Phase of Trip Processing at Station # 41 

 

 

This section of the document presented in great depth the design and internal functioning of the 

DES model we have designed using Rockwell Arena 12. In parallel to these main operational processes, 

we have implemented several internal sub-processes that keep track of certain parameters to allow 

computing dynamically, throughout the course of any simulation run, different performance metrics to 

be used for both the current system and test scenarios comparative analyses. These metrics are 

presented in the following section of the document. 
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4.4. Output Metrics & Strategy Selection Criteria Implementation 

Based primarily on the extensive literature review previously presented, we have identified a set 

of metrics that will assist us in the overall region’s analysis. These metrics were grouped into three main 

categories, where each category evaluates a distinct performance dimension: the stations’ activity, the 

members’ activity and the members’ satisfaction level with the service. 
 

4.4.1. Category A: Stations’ Activity 

This category aims at measuring the utilization rates of the studied region’s stations, which 

serve as one of the strategy selection criteria defined in section 2.3.3 (see figure 8), and will also be used 

for comparing the different model scenarios. The following table summarizes all the different metrics 

generated along with their respective formula or measurement technique explanation:  

 

Metrics Scale 
Metric 
Code 

Metric Name Formula / Measurement technique 

24-hour basis 

A.1 
Utilization Rate per 
Station 

Generated automatically by the model 
resources analysis 

A.2 Region’s Utilization Rate Average Utilization Rate of the 
 region’s stations 

12-
hour 
basis 

6 am - 
6 pm 

A.3 
Day-time Utilization 
Rate per Station 

Computed using the corresponding timeslots 
of the schedules variables every 24 hour 

A.4 
Day-time Region’s 
Utilization Rate 

Average of the preceding day-time utilization 
rates of all the region’s stations 

6 pm - 
6 am 

A.5 
Night-time Utilization 
Rate per Station 

Computed using the corresponding timeslots 
of the schedules variables every 24 hour 

A.6 
Night-time Region’s 
Utilization Rate 

Average of the preceding night-time 
utilization rates of all the region’s stations 

Table 17. Metrics Category A: Stations' Activity 
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4.4.2. Category B: Members’ Activity 

This category aims at measuring the activity of all members within the studied region, by 

evaluating two major metrics: the fidelity rate of members to their preferred station and the demand 

pressure members exert on the different stations. Both these factors serve as the two remaining criteria 

used for the strategy selection process defined in section 2.3.3 (see figure 8). Moreover, they will also be 

used for the scenarios comparative analysis to evaluate which one(s) address better the local demand. 

The following table summarizes all the different metrics generated along with their respective formula 

or measurement technique explanation:  

 

Metrics 
Category 

Metric 
Code Metric Name Formula / Measurement technique 

Fidelity 
Rate 

B.1 Fidelity Rate per 
Station 

Average of all the members groups’ fidelity rate having 
the station i as the preferred station, where: 
 

Group k’s Fidelity Rate = # Reservations made by the 
members belonging to group k in station i  / Total # of 
Reservations made by the same members in all region’s 
stations 

B.2 
Region’s Fidelity 

Rate 
Average Fidelity Rate of all the regions’ stations 
(i є [1, n]) 

Demand 
Pressure 

B.3 Demand Pressure 
per Station 

Total # of Reservations performed at station i / 
(Capacity of Station i * # Days of simulation) 

B.4 
Region’s Demand 

Pressure 
Average Demand Pressure Rate of all the regions’ 
stations (i є [1, n]) 

Table 18. Metrics Category B: Members' Activity 

 

4.4.3. Category C: Members’ Satisfaction Level 

This category aims at measuring the members’ satisfaction level with the carsharing services 

provided in the studied region. This satisfaction level has as much dimensions as the number of 

interactions the member has with the system, which correspond then to the different requests he/she 

places throughout a given transaction. The different metrics used to measure the overall satisfaction 

level, representing the perceived quality of the CSO services in the corresponding region, are vital to the 

scenarios comparative analysis since they will provide a clear idea of which strategy maximizes the 

service level while meeting the demand. 

 The following table summarizes all the different metrics generated along with their respective 

formula or measurement technique explanation, where Res. Stands for Reservation and TExt. For Trip 

Extension:  
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Table 19. Metrics Category C: Members' Satisfaction Level 

 

Having defined all the different metrics that evaluate the performance of the simulated region 

under a given scenario, we will now focus on the technique to use to perform the scenarios’ 

comparative analysis to ultimately obtain a ranking of their respective performance. 
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4.5. Model Validation 

Prior to proceeding with the test scenarios generation, it is vital to validate the model in terms 

of representativeness of the actual studied region’s dynamics. The validation process is relatively 

straightforward since it requires comparing the main output metrics, presented in section 4.4, to the 

actual real values of the different stations composing the region. As far as this comparison is concerned, 

we recommend focusing on the following metrics: A.2, B.3 and B.4. 

In order to decide whether the DES model is conforming to the real region’s activities, one 

should evaluate the percentage difference between the two values and then judge whether it is 

acceptable or not. This call may depend on how much one wants to be accurate while keeping in mind 

that a simulation model, by definition, provides only with estimates which contain an inherent margin of 

error. Nevertheless, we consider that a ± 10 to 15% average margin error for all the metrics is 

acceptable for validating the model. If not the case, one must revise the main region’s specifications 

(number of stations and their respective capacities), as well as all the computations regarding the Active 

Members Segmentation process to make sure that no data was missed. However, in case where all the 

data is valid and the percentage difference is too high for model validation, it is possible that the studied 

region has more external members using its stations, whose number should be then evaluated based on 

historical data analysis and updated accordingly into the model. 
 

To generate the initial, or base-case, model metrics, we recommend the following set of steps: 

1) Run the DES model for a period of one year (365 days), with 10 replications 

2) Identify the Warm-up period (refer to section 4.3.1 and section 5.1.1 for more details) 

a. Generate the entities Work-In-Process “.dat” file  

b. Open the file with Rockwell Arena 12 Output Analyzer 

c. Identify the steady-state phase and its start time, corresponding to the warm-up period 

3) Enter the Warm-up period in the model’s Project Parameters 

4) Run the DES model for a period of one year (365 days), with 35 replications 

5) Compare the values of the relevant metrics generated automatically in the Crystal report 
 

The main reason behind the use of replications is to eliminate noise in the data and finally 

obtain more accurate measurements. Finally, it is worth mentioning that by identifying the warm-up 

period and entering it into the model’s project parameters, the output metrics measurement will not 

contain any of the data generated during that time. The automatic omission of this data enables then 

the elimination of any bias, resulting in more representative values that, now, can be compared to the 

corresponding real actual values to decide whether to validate or not the model. An illustration of this 

validation process is provided for the GRM pilot region’s DES model in section 5.1.2. 
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4.6. Scenarios Selection Process 

The main ambition of our approach relies in the possibility of comparing several growth 

strategies among them based on different factors, as presented in section 4.4. These strategies can be 

derived from the performance analysis of the studied region, to which we preliminarily applied the 

growth factor in all the region’s members groups (refer to table 5). It is worth mentioning that a selected 

growth generic strategy can be applied on a scale of one or multiple stations; therefore, we define a 

model test scenario as a set of strategies being applied to either one station or a given set of stations. 

Although the number of scenarios to test is theoretically unlimited, in both quantity and scope, it is 

preferable to use a fact-based approach to generate a set of potentially efficient scenarios. To do so, we 

have used several metrics, preliminarily defined in section 2.3.1, which represent the most relevant 

indicators to the selection of any generic strategy. 

The scenarios selection process is split into two steps; the first one corresponding to the generic 

growth strategy selection on a scale of one or more stations, and the second on, to the selection of 

potentially efficient combinations of the different generic strategies previously identified. Nevertheless, 

prior to presenting these selection processes, it is vital to first explain and justify when, where and how 

the growth factor is incorporated into the model. In fact, these selection processes are not derived from 

the actual state of the region by from the same region in which we simulate a future growth to test the 

strategies to implement to be prepared to meet the corresponding additional demand. 
 

4.6.1. Growth Factor Incorporation into the DES model 

Since our ultimate goal is to study the impact a given growth strategy on the performance of the 

region, we will need first to integrate the growth factor within the model before proceeding with the 

analysis. Moreover, incorporating the growth factor into the DES model representing the actual state of 

the studied region will highlight the limitations of the actual stations to meet the growing demand, and 

therefore help in selecting the best strategies in the following processes. 

As it was previously stated in section 3, the studied region can be composed of different 

network segments that have different characteristics, and among them different growth factors. 

Therefore, if the studied region is homogeneous, the same growth factor will be applied homogeneously 

on the overall set of members groups. As far as the members’ arrival rate is concerned, this would result 

in dividing the actual values by: 1 + Growth Factor. However, if the studied region is heterogeneous, as 

for our pilot region, we recommend the following procedure. First, one should determine the respective 

proportions of stations belonging to each one of the network segments. Second, if more than two thirds 

(66.67%) of the region’s stations are associated with only one segment, then, we need to apply the 

corresponding growth factor to all the members groups as in the homogeneous case. However, if not 

the case, we then need to compute a weighted average of this factor (Ght,r

 

), which should be applied to 

all the members groups, by using the following formula, where:  
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4.6.2. Strategies Selection Process 

The strategies to be selected are the ones judged to be the most suited ones for enhancing the 

current performance of the system. Therefore, in order to maximize the validity and reliability of such a 

selection decision, we have used the following set of output metrics: A.2, B.1 and B.3, which summarize, 

once combined, the actual performance of any region’s station. Moreover, in order to use this selection 

process independently of the type or size of the set being analyzed, we have split into three ranges each 

of the previously defined metrics where “L” stands for Low, “M” for Medium and “H” for High.  

The following figure provides a graphical representation of the three generic strategies, along 

with the symptoms indicators’ ranges where they apply (if two levels are selected for one metric, this 

means that the actual value can fall into both levels): 
 

S1 S1

S1

S2

S1

S1 S1

S3

S2

Strategy # 1: 
Capacity Incremental of 

Existing Stations
(CIS)

Strategy # 2: 
Merging of Stations

(SMS)

Strategy # 3: 
New Station Implementation

(NIS)

Generic Network’s Growth Strategies Presentation

 

Figure 44. Network’s Generic Growth Strategies Graphical Representation and Symptoms Indicators 
 

The preceding figure allows determining which strategy to apply on the scale of one or more 

stations depending on the actual system’s performance measured through the three different metrics. 

Because of the generic dimension of our approach, we have considered in this figure only generic levels 

expressed as Low, Medium or High. Nevertheless, when applying such a technique, we need real values 

to be able to compare it to the ones obtained through our model. These values depend on the network 

itself and may differ slightly or significantly from one network to another.  
 

As far as our study is concerned, we have defined these values based on our previous extensive 

analysis of the network specificities and dynamics, as well as the results obtained through Grasset’s 

study. These levels values are presented in the following table: 
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Strategy Selection Metric Low Medium High 

Stations’ Utilization Rate 0 – 35% 35 – 55% 55 – 100% 

Demand Pressure 0 - 5 5 - 10 More than 10 

Fidelity Rate 0 – 40% 40 – 70% 70 – 100% 

Table 20. GRM's Strategy Selection Metrics' Levels’ Values 

 

4.6.3. Test Scenarios Generation 

Once having identified the set of potential generic strategies, we then need to generate the 

different test scenarios. Theoretically, we could generate as many scenarios as the total number of 

combinations of all the identified generic strategies. However, this would result in a tremendous 

number of scenarios to test. As a consequence, we need to identify the different combinations that have 

the greatest potential of success. This identification process relies primarily on subjective judgment calls, 

based on experience and knowledge of the studied region. 

 It is worth mentioning that we can derive several scenarios out of an initial one, by varying the 

capacities of the different region’s stations. Moreover, one can complement the set of identified 

scenarios by other strategies not derived from the preliminary selection process. An illustration of this 

overall selection process with the GRM’s pilot region is provided in section 5. 
 

4.6.4. Generation of Scenarios’ DES Model Versions  

As far as our approach is concerned, for each scenario to be tested, one must generate the 

corresponding DES model version by adapting the base-case model to the scenario’s specificities. For 

example, if a new station is to be implemented, one needs to add several processing blocks within the 

model and add a new row to all schedules variables as well as the stations’ capacities one. As a 

consequence, we recommend listing all the new scenarios specificities and creating a new separate DES 

model version to which all the changes would be applied to. 
 

Once having all the scenarios identified and the model versions generated, we are then ready to 

compare these alternatives thanks to the criteria and technique presented in the following section. 
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4.7. Comparative Analysis Criteria and Technique 

4.7.1. Satisfaction Level Indicator 

In order to be able to easily compare the satisfaction level obtained for different test scenarios 

reflecting each one a combination of one or more growth strategies, we have developed a 

dimensionless indicator based on the preceding satisfaction metrics. This indicator, labeled SatiLevel, is 

evaluated using a scorecard table that will ultimately facilitate the ranking of the all test scenarios.  

To build this scorecard table, we have assigned different weights to all the satisfaction metrics. 

These weights, measured on a scale of 1 to 9, can be either positive or negative, depending on the effect 

it has on the perceived quality of the service. We will consider the metrics C1, C3, C4 and C7 as the 

negative ones while all the others are positive. In order to complete this indicator evaluation technique, 

we need to assign a weight, measured on a range of 1 to 9, to each one the metrics based on some 

benchmark values we have defined, which are presented in the following table along with the different 

metrics weights. These weights have determined through an extensive testing of several models. 
 

  
Metric’s Value Weight (MVC.i) 

1 3 5 7 9 

Metric Metric 
Weight (WC.i) 

Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max 

C.1 (%) (2) 15 20 20 25 25 30 30 35 35 40 

C.2 (%) 9 50 55 55 60 60 65 65 70 70 75 

C.3 (%) (5) 5 6 6 7 7 8 8 9 9 10 

C.4 3 1.9 2 1.8 1.9 1.7 1.8 1.6 1.7 1.5 1.6 

C.5 (%) (2) 6.5 7.0 7.0 7.5 7.5 8.0 8.5 8.5 8.5 9 

C.6 (%) 8 60 62 62 64 64 66 66 68 68 70 

C.7 (%) (4) 20 22 22 24 24 26 26 28 28 30 

Table 21. SatiLevel Indicator Scorecard Evaluation Table 

NB: the values between parentheses means negative 
 

 

To obtain the value of this indicator of the scenario “t”, we multiply the metric’s weight (WC.i) by 

the corresponding metric’s value weight (MVC.i

 

) and then we divide the overall score by 9*Sum of all 

MWs, as in the following equation: 
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4.7.2. Scenario Performance Score Evaluation 

The detailed comparative analysis of the different scenarios should be executed by analyzing 

each one of the three categories’ metrics. This would enable to determine the different points of 

convergence as well as divergence between two or more scenarios, and guide the decision makers to 

finally reach an optimal growth strategy, either directly from one scenario or by mixing two or more.  

Nevertheless, in order to obtain a preliminary straightforward ranking of the different scenarios, 

we have designed another dimensionless indicator that evaluates the overall performance of each one 

of them. This indicator, entitled ScenarioPerf, uses most of the previously discussed metrics. As far as 

the station’s activity is concerned, we shall take the Region’s Utilization Rate (A.2) as the main metric 

because it is more representative of the overall influence of the growth strategy on the region’s 

dynamics being tested, and corresponds to the industry benchmarking metric. For similar reasons, we 

shall use both metrics B.2 and B.4 for the Members’ Activity category and finally the previously defined 

indicator: SatiLevel, for the third and last category. 
 

To generate the score for each one of the scenarios, we have preliminarily assigned different 

weights to each one of the main metrics or indicators being used. These weights, ranging from 1 to 9, 

were derived principally from the core goal of our study, which is to identify the optimal growth strategy 

that will maximize the satisfaction level of the members while minimizing the number of vehicles 

available. As a consequence, the satisfaction level needs to have a high weight as compared to the 

others, followed by the region’s demand pressure, the region’s utilization rate and finally the region’s 

fidelity rate. In order to complete this indicator evaluation technique, we need to assign a weight, 

measured on a range of 1 to 9, to each one the metrics based on some benchmark values we have 

defined, which are presented in the following table along with the different metrics weights: 
 

 
 

 
Metric’s Value Weight (MVi) 

 1 3 5 7 9 

Metric 
Index 
Ref # i 

Metric 
Weight (Wi) 

Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max 

A.2 1 6 40 42 42 44 44 46 46 48 48 50 

B.2 2 4 63 66 66 69 69 72 72 75 75 78 

B.4 3 7 6.5 7 6 6.5 5.5 6 5 5.5 4.5 5 

SatiLevel 4 9 0 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 

Table 22. ScenarioPerf Indicator Scorecard Evaluation Table 
 

To obtain the value of this scenario performance indicator for scenario “t”, we multiply the 

metric’s weight (Wi) by the corresponding metric’s value weight (MVi

 

) and then we divide the overall 

score by 63*Sum of all MWs, as in the following equation: 
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4.8. Extended DES Model Applications 

Although this model has been designed specifically for the evaluation of growth strategies, there are 

other numerous potential applications to it that can be valuable to the CSOs decision makers. The 

following list provides some examples of the different other usage this generic DES model can provide 

without altering its design: 

1. Evaluate the potential location of a new station  

(by re-computing the Active Members Segmentation)  

2. Balance adequately the fleet between the region’s stations  

(by varying inside the model the capacities of the different stations)  

3. Evaluate the system performance with seasonal demand  

(can be helpful for summer season preparation, achievable by changing members’ arrival rates) 

4. Study the best alternatives to meet the demand of a new emerging market 

 

 

This section 4 of the document provided a complete description of the generic DES model we 

have designed to simulate the activities of any given set of carsharing stations, as well as several 

complementary tools and techniques to assist in the region’s performance analysis and strategy 

selection. The following section 5 provides a hands-on illustration of the capabilities of the model by 

conducting the study of the previously identified Communauto’s GRM pilot region. 
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5. PILOT REGION APPLICATION RESULTS 
This section of the document presents the application of our model and overall approach on the 

Communauto’s GRM Pilot Region we have previously selected in section 3. The main objectives of this 

presentation are to validate the DES model, illustrate its different capabilities and finally provide with an 

example of the valuable fact-based outcomes our approach makes available to the CSOs’ decision 

makers. 
 

5.1. Preliminary Analysis 

The preliminary analysis is split into two steps, corresponding to the warm-up period evaluation 

and to the model validation, which are presented in great details in the following sub-sections. 
 

5.1.1. Warm-Up Period Evaluation 

When initialing the model, it is empty and idle. As a consequence, the output data for some 

period of time after initialization will tend to understate the eventual congestion, whose condition is 

described by Kelton as when the data is biased low. The best way to tackle this specific issue is to let the 

model warm up until the effects of the initial artificial conditions seem to have worn off, and then to 

identify the point in time where this occurs. The identification and incorporation of this warm-up period 

in the DES model will allow us to “decontaminate” the model’s data from the biasing initial conditions. 

The most recommended data used to identify it is the Work-In-Process entities (WIP), recorded in the 

model as a time-persistent statistic. 

As far as our model is concerned, we will identify this period of time using the preceding 

technique with the reservation entity, being generated at all members groups’ modules. This time will 

then be used in the parameters of the model versions’ needed to conduct our scenarios comparative 

analysis. Therefore, this warm-up period must be applicable to all these versions, resulting in the 

selection of the greatest value among them. As a consequence, we will conduct this warm-up evaluation 

procedure on both the DES model representing the actual region’s state and the one that incorporates 

the growth factor, the latter being representative of all the scenarios’ model versions. 
 

5.1.1.1. Pilot Region’s Growth Factor 

To generate the overall region growth factor, we have used the procedure presented in section 

4.6.1, and more precisely the one for heterogeneous regions. In fact, the pilot region is composed of two 

network segments: DTQ (Stations 41 and 49) and DQM (all remaining stations). The DQM segment 

represents then 77.78% of the pilot region’s stations, which is greater than the selection value of 

66.67%. Therefore, we shall use the DQM’s annual growth factor, being equal to 11% for this particular 

region. Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that we would like to test the growth strategies on a long-

term range that we have set to a period of two years. As far as the DES model is concerned, we need 

then to multiply all the actual state’s members groups’ arrival rates by the following ratio:   . 
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5.1.1.2. Warm-up Period Comparison and Selection 

As it was previously mentioned, we have generated the graphs representing the reservation 

entities WIP through time, for both the actual region state’s model and the one that incorporates the 

growth factor previously measured. To do so, we have simulated both models for a total period of one 

year (365 days) and by performing 10 replications each. The corresponding graphs are presented in the 

following figures, where a blue dotted-line delimits the warm-up phase from the steady-state phase.  
 

 

 
Figure 45. Warm-Up Period Evaluation for Actual Pilot Region's State 

 

 

 
Figure 46. Warm-Up Period Evaluation for Pilot Region with Growth Factor 
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Prior to measuring the warm-up periods for both models, it is worth mentioning that in both 

cases the run length of 500 hours seems to be enough for the models to settle out. Moreover, we can 

clearly see from both graphs that the model is not ‘exploding’ with entities, as it would have been the 

case if the processing did not keep up with the entities arrivals. In more design terms, this means that 

our stations’ allocation and reservation system work properly and fulfill their respective functions.  
 

The first graph, representing the actual region’s state, shows that the corresponding warm-up 

period ends at time t = 200 hours, whereas the second one, representing the region with the growth 

factor, shows time t = 300 hours. Therefore, the finally selected warm-up period to be used for all our 

models’ analyses is 300 hours, corresponding to 12.5 days. Since we are collecting statistics on a 24 hour 

basis, we will round up this value to 13 days, corresponding to 312 hours. 

Theses 13 days are relatively short compared to the total simulation run of 365 days. As a 

consequence, we can assume that the different replications are independent and identically distributed 

(IID), a condition necessary to ensure the reliability of our approach and its outcomes, as well as to 

perform the analysis as in terminating systems. 

 

5.1.2. Pilot Region’s DES Model Validation 

The validation process we have used for this study is the one presented in section 4.5. In order 

to validate the model, we only use the outputs of the actual region’s state model, which will be referred 

as the initial model.  
 

5.1.2.1. Actual Communauto GRM Network’s Metrics Values 

Prior to presenting these outputs, we need to determine the actual GRM’s network metrics’ 

values that will be used to state whether the DES model can be validated or not. These values were 

directly taken from Grasset’s extensive study of Communauto’s network in 2008-2009. It is worth 

mentioning that since we did not have access to the actual values of the different metrics for each one 

of the stations, we will focus our validation process based on the actual values of the overall network 

and/or the network segment. 
 

From figure 47, we can clearly see that the average utilization rate of all Communauto’s network 

in 2008 is slightly above 40%. Moreover, figure 48 shows that, for our major network segment: DQM, it 

is slightly above this value and corresponds to approximately 45% (A.2). As far as the demand pressure is 

concerned, it oscillates throughout the years around 10 members/vehicle, according to figure 47 (B.4). 

Finally, the figure 48 reveals that the fidelity rate for our major network category, DQM, is 

approximately equal to 46% (B.2). 
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Figure 47. Average Utilization Rate and Demand Pressure Evolution of Communauto's stations (Grasset, 2009) 

 

 
Figure 48. Average Utilization Rate Evolution of Communauto's Network Segments (Grasset, 2009) 

 

 
Figure 49. Average Fidelity Rate Evolution of Communauto's Network Segments (Grasset, 2009) 
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5.1.2.2. DES Model’s Metrics Values 

By simulating the system for a period of 365 days, incorporating the warm-up period value into 

the model’s project parameters, and by performing 35 replications, we have obtained the relevant 

output metrics for the different stations. In order to generate these factors, we have batched the 

collected data into batches of 3 elements each and truncated the first 13 observations, corresponding to 

the warm-up period. In fact, although we have previously stated that Arena 12 takes care of eliminating 

automatically the warm-up data from the statistics being collected, it is only true for the inherent 

statistics defined by the software itself (queues lengths, etc.) and not the ones that are user-defined, as 

ours. Then, by using the Arena Output Analyzer, we have evaluated the 95% confidence intervals of all 

the output metrics necessary to conduct our model validation process: A.2, B.2 and B.4. The following 

figures present these confidence intervals, computed by lamping all 35 replications.  
 

5.1.2.2.1. Stations’ Utilization Rates 

Based on the figure 50, the pilot region’s stations have disparate utilization rates, ranging from 

35.7% for station # 236 to 55.3% for both stations # 109 and 197. This graph also helps to identify the 

minimum and maximum values of each of the stations (refer to right and left bounds), which does not 

exceed 73.1% for station # 109. Once gathering all the stations together, we are 95% confident that the 

overall region’s utilization rate is between 44.7% and 45.6%, with an estimated average of 45.2%, which 

corresponds to metric A.2. 
 

 
Figure 50. Pilot Region’s Actual State: Stations' Utilization Rates 95% Confidence Intervals (Metric A.2) 
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5.1.2.2.2. Stations’ Fidelity Rates 

Prior to presenting the results presented in figure 51, it is worth mentioning that the individual 

fidelity rates have been computed based solely on the first element of the priority list of the different 

members’ groups. However, the overall region’s fidelity rate has been computed by considering the first 

two elements of this priority list. This distinction has been done because the benchmark value 

previously presented for Communauto’s fidelity rate has been measured by considering the two most 

frequently used stations of the different members (Grasset, 2009). As a consequence, we have used 

these two elements to generate the metric’s value required for the model validation, and used only the 

first element to really focus on the satisfaction aspect, which will be used throughout the coming 

scenarios comparative analyses.  
 

Therefore, based on the figure 51, the pilot region’s stations have highly different fidelity rates, 

ranging from 28.8% for station # 109 to 96.6% for station # 41.   

Once gathering all the stations together and considering the two first elements of the members 

groups’ priority lists, we are 95% confident that the overall region’s fidelity rate is between 45.1% and 

45.3% with an estimated average of 45.3%, which corresponds to metric B.2. 
 

 
Figure 51. Pilot Region’s Actual State: Stations' Fidelity Rates 95% Confidence Intervals (Metric B.2) 

 

 

5.1.2.2.3. Stations’ Demand Pressure 

Based on the figure 52, the pilot region’s stations have relatively similar demand pressure rates, 

except for station # 109. Regarding all the other stations, it ranges from 3.02 members/vehicle for 

station # 41 to 7.6 members/vehicle for station # 197.  Once gathering all the stations together, we are 

95% confident that the overall region’s demand pressure rate is between 5.48 and 5.5, with an 

estimated average of 5.49 members/vehicle, which corresponds to metric B.4. 
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Figure 52. Pilot Region’s Actual State: Stations' Demand Pressure 95% Confidence Intervals (Metric B.4) 

 

5.1.2.3. Actual versus Simulated Metrics Values 

Having collected all the values for both the actual and simulated metrics, we now proceed to 

their comparison, evaluated in terms of percentage difference, as stated in section 4.5. The following 

table summarizes this process: 
 

Metric 
Code 

Metric Name 
Actual 
Value 

Simulated 
Value 

Difference 
in Value 

Difference in 
Percentage 

Criteria 
Approval 

A.2 
Region's 

Utilization Rate 
0.45 0.452 0.002 0.44% OK 

B.2 
Region's Fidelity 

Rate 
0.46 0.453 -0.007 -1.52% OK 

B.4 
Region's Demand 

Pressure 
10 5.49 -4.51 -45.10% NO 

Table 23. Pilot Region's DES Model Validation: Actual vs. Simulated Metrics Values 

 

The percentage difference computations, summarized in the previous table, reveal that two out 

of the three metrics satisfy the +/- 10 – 15 % approval criteria (refer to section 4.5) and have even less 

than 2% error margin. However, the simulated region’s demand pressure accuses a margin error of 

more than 45%. Nevertheless, it is the only metric presented in section 5.1.2.1 that was measured on 

the overall network scale and not on the network segment one as for the two other metrics. Because of 

thia particular point and since the other two metrics have extremely small margin errors, we shall 

assume that this demand pressure is valid for this region of the network. As a consequence, the pilot 

region’s model is validated and we can then proceed to the strategy evaluation analysis. 
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5.2. Performance Evaluation of Current System 

Having validated the DES model, we are now fully prepared to initiate the system’s analysis. 

First, we will present in this section the performance analysis of the current region state to which we 

have applied our previously defined growth factor, corresponding then to the base case scenario. This 

analysis will allow us to set the basis for our future scenarios comparative analysis in which the 

performance of this base case scenario will represent the main benchmark. 
 

5.2.1. Base Case Scenario: Members’ Satisfaction Level 

In order to interpret the outcomes of this study, we need to compare it to the ones of the actual 

region state for which we did not present the members’ satisfaction level in the model validation. Now 

that we know that our model is valid, we will be able to compare and draw relevant conclusions. The 

following figures present the members’ satisfaction metrics confidence intervals, respectively for the 

initial and the base case scenarios: 
 

 
Figure 53. Pilot Region’s Actual State: Members' Satisfaction Level Metrics Confidence Intervals 

 

 
Figure 54. Base Case Scenario: 95% Confidence Intervals of Members' Satisfaction Level Metrics 
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By comparing the two preceding graphs, we can clearly see that by incorporating the growth 

factor while keeping the same region’s specificities, the total reservation and trip extension request 

fulfillment rates have decreased, on average, respectively by 5.4% and 6.7% (see next graph). Moreover, 

the average number of steps required to fulfill a reservation has increased by 7.9%, resulting in higher 

proportion of members placing their reservations in their second or third priority station.  

To ensure these findings’ reliability, we have performed a statistical means comparison through 

hypothesis testing (alpha factor of 5%), whose findings are summarized in the subsequent figure 

generated through Arena Output Analyzer: 
 

 
Figure 55. Initial vs. Base Case Scenario: Satisfaction Metrics' Hypothesis Testing 

 

This analysis shows that all the null hypotheses (H0) have been rejected, which means that there 

is enough evidence (95% confidence) that the means of both scenarios are different from another. In 

practical terms, this means that the members’ satisfaction level with the service, being our primary 

optimization objective, has significantly declined and that the actual region is not capable of satisfying 

the growing demand. As a consequence, the evaluation of several growth strategies will be highly 

valuable to the future success of this region, as we will demonstrate in the coming sections of this study.  
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5.2.2. Base Case Scenario: Stations’ Utilization Rates 

By applying the growth factor to the initial case, the utilization rates have increased on average 

by 4.6%, when comparing both overall region’s utilization rates, but this represents a percentage 

difference of + 9.7%. Based on figure 56, we can clearly see that the utilization rates values range from 

38.8% for station # 236, to 59.1% for station # 109. As far as the extreme values are concerned, there is 

a minimum rate of 25.9% for station 236, as compared to an overall region’s minimum of 45%, as well as 

a maximum rate of 75.6% for station # 109, as compared to 55.1% for the overall pilot region.  
 

 
Figure 56. Base Case Scenario: Stations' Utilization Rates 95% Confidence Intervals (Metric A.2) 

 

To ensure that the change in utilization rates is significant enough for the means to be 

considered different, we have performed a statistical means comparison through hypothesis testing 

(alpha factor of 5%), whose findings are summarized in the subsequent figure generated through Arena 

Output Analyzer: 

 
Figure 57. Initial vs. Base Case Scenario: Stations' Utilization Rates Hypothesis Testing 
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This analysis shows that for all the stations, except station # 236, the null hypotheses (H0) have 

been rejected, which means that there is enough evidence (95% confidence) that the utilization rates’ 

means of both scenarios are different from another. In practical terms, this means that the utilization 

rates have significantly increased due to the growing demand. However, the station # 236 does not 

seem to have been affected significantly enough for its utilization rate to be considered altered. We 

shall address this particular issue when discussing about the different strategies selection based on this 

system’s performance. 

Even though the growing demand affected the stations performance, the system does not 

appear to be over-utilized despite some disparities among the different stations, as the following bar 

chart shows: 
 

 
 

Figure 58. Base Case Scenario: Stations' Utilization Rates Bar-Chart 

 

5.2.3. Base Case Scenario: Stations’ Fidelity Rates 

By applying the growth factor to the initial case, the fidelity rates have decreased on average by 

3.27%, as revealed by figure 60. The figure 59 presents the fidelity rates confidence intervals for all the 

region’s stations. We can see that the value of the overall region’s fidelity rate, which shall serve as the 

main benchmark in our next scenarios comparative analysis, is equal to 70%. Nevertheless, we shall 

focus our analysis on the figure 60, which presents the hypothesis testing results of the mean 

comparison between the initial and the base case scenario. 
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Figure 59. Base Case Scenario: Stations' Fidelity Rates 95% Confidence Intervals (Metric B.2) 

 

 
Figure 60. Initial vs. Base Case Scenario: Stations' Fidelity Rates Hypothesis Testing 

 

This analysis shows that all the null hypotheses (H0) have been rejected, which means that there 

is enough evidence (95% confidence) that the means of both scenarios’ fidelity rates are different from 

another. In practical terms, this means that a smaller proportion of members succeed in reserving their 

vehicle at their preferred station, which corroborates the observation of the increase in the number of 

average number of steps presented in section 5.2.1. 
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5.2.4. Base Case Scenario: Stations’ Demand Pressure 

As shown in figure 61, the growth factor has increased the demand pressure in all the region’s 

stations, and with an average of 0.85 members/vehicle. 
 

 
Figure 61. Base Case Scenario: Stations' Demand Pressure 95% Confidence Intervals (Metric B.4) 

 

The maximum demand pressure is being reached by station # 109 with a value 13.3 

members/vehicle. This observation reveals that, compared to the overall region, this particular station 

experiences much higher demand pressure, revealing an unbalanced system that will be addressed 

accordingly when generating the different test scenarios. 

 

Although the utilization rates of the different stations have increased to a point that does not 

reveal an overutilization of the resources, this system does not seem to keep up naturally with the 

growing demand. This is revealed by the noticeable decrease in the different members’ satisfaction 

metrics as well as in the fidelity rates. Therefore, the need for different region specificities seems to be 

vital for the long-term success of Communauto’s carsharing services at this specific region. The 

determination of these optimal specificities can be reached by testing several growth strategies on the 

actual region, whose process starts with the selection of the different test scenarios to experiment. 
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5.3. Scenarios’ Generation and Elicitation 

The scenarios generation process we have used for this study is the one presented in section 

4.6. In order to generate the different scenarios for our pilot region’s model, we have used the 

preceding performance evaluation, and more precisely, the station-scale output metrics. 
 

5.3.1. Generic Growth Strategy Selection 

The generic growth strategy selection process we have designed relies principally on three main 

factors, which are then used to first categorize their respective performance level for each station, as 

defined in table 20. The performance level of each one the metric of each station is indicated in the 

following table 24 by a checked box. Then, by using the selection criteria presented in figure 44, we 

straightforwardly can derive the recommended generic strategy to apply on each single station. The 

result of this generic growth strategy selection is presented in the last three columns of the next table, 

which summarizes this overall process. 
  

 
Table 24. Generic Strategies Selection based on Base Case Scenario Performance 

 

From this table, we can see that for three stations, none of the generic growth strategy has been 

selected. This is due to the fact that the combination of these stations’ performance metrics does not 

lead to the previously defined strategies. Nevertheless, these special cases, corresponding to station 41, 

62 and 123, correspond to stations with relatively high capacities, with a medium utilization rate and a 

low demand pressure ratio. Therefore, the only way to optimize their performance is by decreasing their 

respective capacities. 
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 Moreover, there are two other special cases: station 197 and 236. In fact, their respective 

performance evaluations lead to the selection of two generic strategies. This corresponds to either 

merge the station with another one or implement another station of smaller capacity in its area. Since 

the capacity of station 236 is the minimum one, we will go for the merging strategy with the most 

proximate to guarantee to the accustomed customers to this station a nearby access point. 

 As far as the other remaining stations are concerned, this selection process enabled to select the 

most appropriate strategy for each one of them. First, stations 45, 49 and 196 would need to be merged 

with other stations independently and by increasing the number of vehicles. Second, as it was previously 

pointed out in the performance evaluation of the base case scenario, the station 109’s capacity would 

need to be incremented to diminish its demand pressure ratio and increase its fidelity rate.  
 

5.3.2. Test Scenarios Selection and Description 

Based on the preceding generic strategies selection, we have generated a set of scenarios that 

will demonstrate the use of our generic model and that are summarized in the subsequent sub-sections. 

Although there are many possible combinations of strategies to test, we have selected four main 

scenarios to illustrate our approach capabilities. Moreover, because Communauto already plans to add a 

new station in this pilot region in the next coming year (refer to figure 11 for more details), we added it 

as a model scenario in order to evaluate its potential influence on the performance of the region. 

 

5.3.2.1. Scenario A 

The first scenario, entitled Scenario A, integrates several of the preceding individual strategies 

selection, but does not integrate any merging activity. In fact, this scenario aims at evaluating if, by just 

balancing the different capacities of the stations without greatly changing the overall number of 

available vehicles (31 for the current pilot region state), this would enable to obtain a better 

performance of the region’s carsharing services.  

The following capacities are to be used in this scenario: 
 

Station 41 45 49 62 109 123 196 197 236 

Capacity 4 3 4 4 4 5 3 2 1 

 

5.3.2.2. Scenario B 

The second scenario, entitles Scenario B, is pretty similar to scenario A but more restricted in 

scope. In fact, this scenario will only consider decreasing the capacities of stations 41 and 123 as well as 

increasing station 109’s capacity. The following capacities are to be used in this scenario: 
 

Station 41 45 49 62 109 123 196 197 236 

Capacity 4 5 4 5 4 3 3 2 1 
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5.3.2.3. Scenario C 

The third scenario, entitled Scenario C, aims at evaluating the decision made by Communauto to 

implement a new station, 256, in this pilot region. This station is to be located in corner of Allard and 

Beaulieu streets, neat the subway station Monk. In order to evaluate solely their decision, we shall 

evaluate it without altering any other region specificities, except for the members groups’ prioritization 

list. 
 

Station 41 45 49 62 109 123 196 197 236 256 

Capacity 6 5 4 5 1 5 3 2 1 2 

 

5.3.2.4.  Scenario D 

The fourth and last scenario to be tested, entitled Scenario D, aims at incorporating scenario D 

with some of our findings. In fact, we will simulate the implementation of the new station 256 near the 

subway station Monk as well as increasing the capacity of station 109, and decreasing the capacity of 

station 41 and 123. The following capacities are to be used in this scenario: 
 

Station 41 45 49 62 109 123 196 197 236 256 

Capacity 4 5 4 5 5 3 3 2 1 2 

 

 

For each one of the test scenarios we have selected, there are several operations required to 

adapt the DES model to the scenario. For example, for both scenarios C and D, we had to recalculate the 

members groups’ priority list as well as to add two processing modules within the design for the new 

station, add a resource representing the vehicles at that station, modify the formula of some statistics 

being collected throughout the run of the simulation, etc. 
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5.4. Comparative Analysis of Model Scenarios 

The scenarios comparative analysis procedure used for this study is the one presented in section 

4.7. All the scenarios’ models were run with the same parameters as for the initial and base case 

scenarios, that is to say for a total run length of 365 days, incorporating 13 days of warm-up and 35 

replications.  

5.4.1. Model Scenarios Main Output Metrics Evaluation 

The output metrics of the different scenarios were obtained by using the same technique as for 

both the initial and base case scenarios, that is to say, collecting data into batches of 3 elements and 

truncating the first 13 observations to account for the warm-up period. Then, by using Arena Output 

Analyzer, we have generated similar graphs to the base case scenario, and are all presented in Appendix 

D of this document (refer to appendix D.1 for scenario A, D.2 for scenario B, and so on). 
 

The following table summarizes the major output metrics values that will be used in the 

subsequent section to compute the performance indexes. This table allows also identifying the 

alternative that have the best value (either minimum or maximum, depending on the nature of the 

metric itself) among all scenarios including the base case scenario, representing the main benchmark. 
 

Metric 
Code 

Base Case 
Scenario Scenario A Scenario B Scenario C Scenario D Best 

Scenario 

C.1 35.2% 23.4% 23% 35.9% 23.4% B 

C.2 58.1% 68.3% 69.6% 58.7% 70.5% D 

C.3 6.76% 8.31% 7.43% 5.32% 6.06% C 

C.4 1.91 1.65 1.58 1.97 1.62 B 

C.5 6.87% 7.2% 6.95% 6.84% 6.69% D 

C.6 66.1% 66.4% 68% 67% 69.4% D 

C.7 27.1% 26.4% 25% 26.1% 23.9% D 

A.2 49.6% 48.8% 47.9% 48.2% 46.5% D 

B.2 70% 75.5% 76.3% 63.3% 68.2% B 

B.4 6.34 5.64 5.54 6.03 5.25 B/D 

Table 25. Scenarios Comparative Table based on Major Output Metrics 
 

 

Already from this table, we can see that two scenarios seem to stand out from the rest: B and D. 

Let’s now compute the different performance indicators to obtain the strategies ranking. 
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5.4.2. Performance Score Evaluation and Scenarios Ranking 

5.4.2.1. SatiLevel Indicator 

By matching the values we have found for our different test scenarios with the metrics levels 

presented in table 21, we have generated the following table containing all the weights of the different 

criteria that will enable us to compute their respective SatiLevel performance score:  
 

Metric 
Metric 
Weight 

Base Case 
Scenario 

Scenario A Scenario B Scenario C Scenario D 

C.1 (2) 9 3 3 9 3 

C.2 9 3 7 7 3 9 

C.3 (5) 3 7 5 1 3 

C.4 3 1 7 9 1 7 

C.5 (2) 1 3 1 1 1 

C.6 8 7 7 9 7 9 

C.7 (4) 7 7 5 7 3 

SatiLevel Score 0.6970 1.9697 3.3030 1 4.2121 

Table 26. Strategy Scenarios' SatiLevel Indicator Evaluation 
 

As far as the members’ satisfaction is concerned, the scenario D seems to lead the way, followed 

by the scenario B as it was presumed when we identified the most efficient scenario for each one of the 

major output metrics in table 25. Although the satisfaction is a vital element of our optimization 

objective, the overall performance of all the scenarios must be evaluated before making any decision. 
 

5.4.2.2. ScenarioPerf Indicator 

As it was presented in section 4.7, the ScenarioPerf aims at measuring each model scenario 

based on the utilization of the vehicles involved, the demand pressure that the surrounding members 

exert on each station and on the region as a whole amd the members’ satisfaction level with the 

services the CSO(s) provided(s). The following table summarizes the performance evaluation process, 

where we assigned the corresponding metrics’ weigths depending on their respective value and by using 

table 22. 

Metric 
Metric 
Weight 

Base Case 
Scenario 

Scenario A Scenario B Scenario C Scenario D 

A.2 6 9 9 7 9 7 
B.2 4 5 9 9 1 3 
B.4 7 3 5 5 3 7 

SatiLevel 9 1 3 7 3 9 
ScenarioPerf Score 4 5.8462 6.7692 4.0769 7.0769 

Table 27. Strategy Scenarios' Overall Performance Evaluation 
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This comparative analysis allows the ordering of the different scenarios in the following order: 

D, B, A, C and Base Case Scenario. 

 

5.4.3. Recommended Course of Actions 

This overall study using the DES model helped us compare four different growth strategies as 

well as the base case scenario corresponding to the actual state of the studied region. Thanks to the 

complementary techniques we have designed, we were then able to reach one optimal solution which 

maximizes the satisfaction level of the members with their service, in terms of requests and interaction 

with the system, but also helped us meet the demand growth by only adding two vehicles to the actual 

set of stations.  

Moreover, I would like to point out that the scenario D combines some of our preliminary 

individual generic strategy selection and the decision made by Communauto to add a new station 

between the already existing stations 41 and 49. Through the previous analysis, we have seen that by 

only implementing this new station # 256 without modifying any other parameter of the region, 

Communauto would not have been able to maximize its members’ satisfaction level and would have 

even decreased the overall region’s fidelity rate. However, as our scenario D suggests, it is highly 

recommended to implement this new station with an initial capacity of two vehicles, as well as 

transferring two vehicles from station 41 and two others from station 123 to station 109, having then a 

capacity of five vehicles. As it is showed in the graph presented in Appendix D.4, this would ultimately 

increase the overall region’s fidelity rate and balance the overall set of stations in terms of utilization 

rates and demand pressure. 

To sum up, this pilot study has allowed us to illustrate the capabilities of our approach that lead 

to the generation and selection of optimal growth strategies that maximize the members’ satisfaction 

level while minimizing the number of vehicles; condition that our scenario D fulfilled entirely since it 

obtained the highest score in the satisfaction level evaluation and only requires two additional vehicles 

for meeting the growing local demand. 
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6. GENERAL PROCEDURAL APPROACH 
This section summarizes the model, tools and techniques we have designed to study any 

carsharing region in terms of growth strategy selection. These three elements define our generic 

procedural approach. In the first section, we present the process map that go over all the tasks to 

perform to successfully be able to reproduce this approach for any given region of any given CSO 

network, while in the second section, we elaborate more on its strengths and limitations. 
 

6.1. Process Map 

Our approach is composed of 16 high-level tasks that we grouped into seven major phases. Each 

phase serves a direct purpose and represents a major study milestone that is required for the 

subsequent phase, and so on. The following table presents this set of phases and tasks along with their 

respective reference codes: 
 

 

Phase 
Code Phase Title Step 

Code Step Title 

I Preliminary Network Study 
I.1 Network Segmentation 

I.2 Potential Regions’ Selection and Ranking 

II Selected Region Study 
II.1 Study of Region’s Specificities and Dynamics 

II.2 Active Members Segmentation 

III DES Model Generation 
III.1 DES Model Design 

III.2 Generate Model version with Growth factor 

IV 
Warm-Up Period Evaluation 

and DES Model Validation 

IV.1 Warm-up Period Evaluation 

IV.2 Incorporate Warm-Up Period in DES Models 

IV.3 Model Validation 

V 
Actual Region State 

Performance Evaluation & 
Scenarios Generation 

V.1 
Output Analysis of Current State Region with 
Growth Factor 

V.2 Scenarios Generation and Selection 

V.3 Generation of Scenarios’ DES Model Versions 

VI 
Comparative Scenarios 
Performance Analysis 

VI.1 Scenarios’ Output Metrics Generation 

VI.2 Individual Scenario Output Analysis 

VI.3 Comparative Scenarios Analysis & Ranking 

VII Final Strategy Selection VII.1 Optimal Growth Strategy Selection 

Table 28. Generic Procedural Approach Phases Description 
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Each step of this approach can be complex and involve several sub-steps such as in the Active 

Members Segmentation. Therefore, in order to ease the use of our process map, we have designed the 

following flowchart that summarizes the sequence of steps along with their respective reference(s) to 

the relevant document section(s) and/or table(s)/figure(s). This will enable one to easily refer to the 

appropriate sections in order to conduct and successfully reproduce each task and phase of the process. 

 The following figure presents the graphical legend of the process map’s flowchart, which is 

presented in the subsequent page: 

 

 
Figure 62. Legend of General Approach Process Map 
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Part 1 / 2: Phase I to IV

EVALUATION OF CARSHARING NETWORK’S GROWTH STRATEGIES THROUGH DISCRETE EVENT SIMULATION: 
GENERAL APPROACH PROCESS MAP
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Figure 63. General Approach’s Process Map - Part 1 / 2: Phase I to IV 
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Part 2 / 2: Phase V to VII 

EVALUATION OF CARSHARING NETWORK’S GROWTH STRATEGIES THROUGH DISCRETE EVENT SIMULATION: 
GENERAL APPROACH PROCESS MAP
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Figure 64. General Approach’s Process Map - Part 2 / 2: Phase V to VII 
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6.2. General Approach Performance Evaluation 

Our approach combines several tools and techniques that work towards the same goal: 

selecting the optimal growth strategy that will maximize both the members’ satisfaction level while 

minimizing the number of vehicles. Because of their respective nature, our approach has several 

strengths as well as limitations, which are presented in the subsequent sections. 
 

6.2.1. Approach Strengths 

One of the most appealing features of our approach, or more precisely our DES model relies in 

its inherent design. In fact, as we have pointed out in different sections of the document, it has been 

initially conceived and modeled to be as generic as possible in order to be applicable to any network 

type, any set of stations (regardless of its size) and easily adaptable for scenarios testing. Moreover, the 

different statistical and procedural techniques complement efficiently the DES model such as the Active 

Members Segmentation process. In fact, this process provides the ‘spinal cord’ on which all the 

modeling and statistical tools are attached to since it generates a set of members groups living within 

the area of influence of the carsharing station, and therefore who are more keen to using the service at 

the studied points of service.  

Furthermore, one can easily simulate any given growth factor by just making one single entry 

into the model, and more precisely in the groups’ modules generating the arrivals of the reservation 

requests. Nevertheless, it is also possible in the design model to incorporate specific growth factor to 

specific members’ groups. This feature can be highly valuable when studying a large set of stations, or 

even the overall carsharing network. As far as its applications are concerned, the model enables any CSO 

to apply this model for several other functions than growth strategy selection, as it was previously 

explained in section 4.8. For example, it can simulate different seasonal periods within the same 

simulation run, which would help identifying which actions to perform to smooth their transition and 

when to start to implement them. 
 

6.2.2. Approach Limitations 

In order to conduct this study, we had to make several operational assumptions to be able to 

simulate the activities in a given set of stations. These assumptions may not be adequate for some 

regions or networks. However, this issue can be relatively easily solved by conducting an extensive and 

thorough statistical analysis of the data related to all the transaction’s processes, ranging from the 

arrival rate to the potential late arrival of the member at his/her assigned station. The more focused this 

analysis is, the more accurate and reliable the region’s study will be. 

In addition, we believe that our performance criteria could be enhanced to cover more 

operational depth in terms of members’ interaction with the system and be able to distinguish between 

small performance measurements, such as the use of a larger parameter value scale. 
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7. CONCLUSION 
Through the extensive description of the DES model along with the complementary tools and 

techniques previously presented, we have designed a general procedural approach that meets our 

original study goal, as illustrated in the pilot region study. In fact, this approach allows evaluating 

different growth strategies, independent of their scope and size, on any set of carsharing stations and 

measuring their respective performance thanks to several output metrics and score indicators. The 

major strength of our approach is its reproducibility aspect. In fact, the DES model, which serves as the 

basis of our approach, has been designed in such a way that it minimizes the number of modifications 

required to adapt it to a new set of stations or scenario. Indeed, most of the changes correspond to 

entering new values in different variables without altering the model design layout.  

As far as the scenarios comparative analysis is concerned, we have designed several indicators 

by taking solely into account the output metrics that are aligned with the ultimate strategy selection 

objective: the optimal growth strategy should maximize the members’ satisfaction level while minimizing 

the number of vehicles throughout the given stations. Furthermore, thanks to the same scenarios 

performance evaluation technique, we have been able to generate a detailed benchmarking comparison 

of all the different strategies, and obtain their respective ranking. It is worth mentioning that this 

ranking fulfills two objectives. First, it clearly identifies the best alternatives and more precisely, the 

most optimal growth strategy to implement within the studied region. Second, it provides the CSO’s 

decision makers with a full set of potential alternatives for which they will be able to evaluate their 

respective cost and feasibility. Therefore, thanks to our generic approach, the decision makers have the 

capability of identifying alternate courses of actions that will both meet the region’s demand growth 

and their respective business constraints.  

When compared to the usual strategy selection process, this approach enables greater strategy 

selection reliability, lesser cost and, most of all, cuts significantly the time required to reach the optimal 

strategy selection, resulting in higher market penetration efficiency. 

 

8. POTENTIAL MODEL DEVELOPMENT & FUTURE WORK 
As far as the literature is concerned, according to our knowledge, no previous study has ever 

tackled this development strategy perspective on CSO network growth. This technique would still need 

additional enhancements to expand its scope but, most of all, to reach higher simulation accuracy, 

resulting then in greater reliability of this decision tool. For example, it would be highly valuable to 

implement some internal functions that would compute the growth factor at which the studied set of 

stations would saturate, by using the OpQuest feature in Rockwell Arena 12. The analysis of this critical 

point would enable us to better understand the dynamics and some characteristics inherent to the 

studied region. 
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APPENDIX A – PILOT REGION’S ACTIVE MEMBERS SEGMENTATION RESULTS 
 

   
Stations Priority Rank 

 
Number of    

Active Members  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Group # 1 1 
Stations Ref # 49 196 45 123 62 197 109 236 41 

Model Ref # 3 7 2 6 4 8 5 9 1 

Group # 2 18 
Stations Ref # 196 45 123 62 236 197 49 109 41 

Model Ref # 7 2 6 4 9 8 3 5 1 

Group # 3 10 
Stations Ref # 45 196 197 109 62 123 49 236 41 

Model Ref # 2 7 8 5 4 6 3 9 1 

Group # 4 3 
Stations Ref # 49 196 123 45 236 62 197 109 41 

Model Ref # 3 7 6 2 9 4 8 5 1 

Group # 5 79 
Stations Ref # 62 196 123 45 197 236 109 49 41 

Model Ref # 4 7 6 2 8 9 5 3 1 

Group # 6 17 
Stations Ref # 123 196 62 236 45 197 109 49 41 

Model Ref # 6 7 4 9 2 8 5 3 1 

Group # 7 55 
Stations Ref # 196 62 45 123 197 236 109 49 41 

Model Ref # 7 4 2 6 8 9 5 3 1 

Group # 8 1 
Stations Ref # 236 123 49 196 62 41 45 197 109 

Model Ref # 9 6 3 7 4 1 2 8 5 

Group # 9 57 
Stations Ref # 45 197 109 196 62 123 236 49 41 

Model Ref # 2 8 5 7 4 6 9 3 1 

Group # 10 5 
Stations Ref # 49 196 236 123 45 62 41 197 109 

Model Ref # 3 7 9 6 2 4 1 8 5 

Group # 11 8 
Stations Ref # 62 197 45 196 109 123 236 49 41 

Model Ref # 4 8 2 7 5 6 9 3 1 

Group # 12 36 
Stations Ref # 123 62 196 236 45 197 109 49 41 

Model Ref # 6 4 7 9 2 8 5 3 1 

Group # 13 38 
Stations Ref # 197 45 109 62 196 123 236 49 41 

Model Ref # 8 2 5 4 7 6 9 3 1 

Group # 14 16 
Stations Ref # 236 123 196 62 49 45 41 197 109 

Model Ref # 9 6 7 4 3 2 1 8 5 
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Group # 15 1 
Stations Ref # 45 109 196 197 49 62 123 236 41 

Model Ref # 2 5 7 8 3 4 6 9 1 

Group # 16 24 
Stations Ref # 49 196 236 123 41 45 62 197 109 

Model Ref # 3 7 9 6 1 2 4 8 5 

Group # 17 68 
Stations Ref # 109 197 45 196 62 123 236 49 41 

Model Ref # 5 8 2 7 4 6 9 3 1 

Group # 18 6 
Stations Ref # 123 236 62 196 45 197 49 109 41 

Model Ref # 6 9 4 7 2 8 3 5 1 

Group # 19 8 
Stations Ref # 197 109 45 62 196 123 236 49 41 

Model Ref # 8 5 2 4 7 6 9 3 1 

Group # 20 5 
Stations Ref # 236 123 196 62 49 45 41 197 109 

Model Ref # 9 6 7 4 3 2 1 8 5 

Group # 21 4 
Stations Ref # 41 236 49 123 196 62 45 197 109 

Model Ref # 1 9 3 6 7 4 2 8 5 

Group # 22 6 
Stations Ref # 49 41 196 236 123 45 62 197 109 

Model Ref # 3 1 7 9 6 2 4 8 5 

Group # 23 14 
Stations Ref # 109 197 45 196 62 123 49 236 41 

Model Ref # 5 8 2 7 4 6 3 9 1 

Group # 24 5 
Stations Ref # 123 236 62 196 45 197 49 109 41 

Model Ref # 6 9 4 7 2 8 3 5 1 

Group # 25 2 
Stations Ref # 197 62 109 45 196 123 236 49 41 

Model Ref # 8 4 5 2 7 6 9 3 1 

Group # 26 31 
Stations Ref # 236 123 196 62 41 49 45 197 109 

Model Ref # 9 6 7 4 1 3 2 8 5 

Group # 27 18 
Stations Ref # 41 49 236 123 196 62 45 197 109 

Model Ref # 1 3 9 6 7 4 2 8 5 

Group # 28 40 
Stations Ref # 49 41 236 196 123 45 62 197 109 

Model Ref # 3 1 9 7 6 2 4 8 5 

Group # 29 48 
Stations Ref # 109 197 45 196 62 123 49 236 41 

Model Ref # 5 8 2 7 4 6 3 9 1 

Group # 30 2 
Stations Ref # 236 123 62 196 41 49 45 197 109 

Model Ref # 9 6 4 7 1 3 2 8 5 
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Group # 31 27 
Stations Ref # 41 49 236 123 196 62 45 197 109 

Model Ref # 1 3 9 6 7 4 2 8 5 

Group # 32 28 
Stations Ref # 49 41 236 196 123 45 62 197 109 

Model Ref # 3 1 9 7 6 2 4 8 5 

Group # 33 38 
Stations Ref # 109 197 45 196 62 123 49 236 41 

Model Ref # 5 8 2 7 4 6 3 9 1 

Group # 34 1 
Stations Ref # 197 109 45 62 196 123 236 49 41 

Model Ref # 8 5 2 4 7 6 9 3 1 

Group # 35 3 
Stations Ref # 236 41 123 49 196 62 45 197 109 

Model Ref # 9 1 6 3 7 4 2 8 5 

Group # 36 17 
Stations Ref # 41 236 49 123 196 62 45 197 109 

Model Ref # 1 9 3 6 7 4 2 8 5 

Group # 37 40 
Stations Ref # 49 196 45 109 197 41 123 62 236 

Model Ref # 3 7 2 5 8 1 6 4 9 

Group # 38 4 
Stations Ref # 62 197 123 45 196 109 236 49 41 

Model Ref # 4 8 6 2 7 5 9 3 1 

Group # 39 113 
Stations Ref # 109 197 45 196 62 123 49 236 41 

Model Ref # 5 8 2 7 4 6 3 9 1 

Group # 40 2 
Stations Ref # 236 41 123 49 62 196 45 197 109 

Model Ref # 9 1 6 3 4 7 2 8 5 
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APPENDIX B – PILOT REGION’S ACTIVE MEMBERS ARRIVAL RATES IN DES MODEL 
 

 

 

 
# Active 

Members 
ARi

 

 (hours) 

 

# Active 
Members 

ARi (hours) 

Group # 1 1 138.4615385 

 

Group # 21 4 34.61538462 

Group # 2 18 7.692307692 

 

Group # 22 6 23.07692308 

Group # 3 10 13.84615385 

 

Group # 23 14 9.89010989 

Group # 4 3 46.15384615 

 

Group # 24 5 27.69230769 

Group # 5 79 1.752677702 

 

Group # 25 2 69.23076923 

Group # 6 17 8.14479638 

 

Group # 26 31 4.466501241 

Group # 7 55 2.517482517 

 

Group # 27 18 7.692307692 

Group # 8 1 138.4615385 

 

Group # 28 40 3.461538462 

Group # 9 57 2.429149798 

 

Group # 29 48 2.884615385 

Group # 10 5 27.69230769 

 

Group # 30 2 69.23076923 

Group # 11 8 17.30769231 

 

Group # 31 27 5.128205128 

Group # 12 36 3.846153846 

 

Group # 32 28 4.945054945 

Group # 13 38 3.643724696 

 

Group # 33 38 3.643724696 

Group # 14 16 8.653846154 

 

Group # 34 1 138.4615385 

Group # 15 1 138.4615385 

 

Group # 35 3 46.15384615 

Group # 16 24 5.769230769 

 

Group # 36 17 8.14479638 

Group # 17 68 2.036199095 

 

Group # 37 40 3.461538462 

Group # 18 6 23.07692308 

 

Group # 38 4 34.61538462 

Group # 19 8 17.30769231 

 

Group # 39 113 1.225323349 

Group # 20 5 27.69230769 

 

Group # 40 2 69.23076923 
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APPENDIX C – FUNCTIONAL FLOWCHARTS OF TRANSACTION PROCESSES 

Appendix C.1 – Reservation Process (REP) Functional Flowchart 
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Appendix C.2 – Cancellation Process (CAP) Functional Flowchart 

 

CAP-4CAP-3

YES

     NO

YES
(5%)

NO
(95%)

Reservation Cancelled
Var: Reservation_Cancelled += 1

If Member 
wants to cancel his/her 

reservation?

If TNOW < 2 hours From 
Reservation.Start_Time?

If Member shows up late 
(30 mn) or never?

If TNOW < 9 am 
of Reservation.Date? VAT-6

Apply Appropriate Penalties to Member

CAP-3

Change Vehicle.Status = FREE
Station.Vehicles_Available = +1 

Cancel Reservation:
Reservation.Status = null

NO

YES
YES

C
A

P-
5

NO

CANCELLATION PROCESS (CAP)
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Appendix C.3 – Vehicle Availability and Trip Start (VAT) Functional Flowchart 

 

 VEHICLE AVAILABILITY AND TRIP START (VAT)

VAT-7VAT-6

VAT-6

If Car 
Available on site?

YES

Trip Starts
Var: Trip_Started += 1

YES NO

Select Station where: MINIMIZE: DIST_TO_STATION 
(Houshold.member) && Trip Criteria matches

Transaction Cancelled
Var: Trip_Unavailability_Cancelled += 1

If New Car 
Available in less than 

30 mn?

Apply Appropriate 
Penalties to Late MemberNO

TIS-8

Trip Modified
Var: Trip_Unavailability_Managed += 1

Reservation.Station_Ref = New_Station
Reservation.Start_Time += Travel_Time_To_Station

Cancel Trip: 
Reservation.Status = null
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Appendix C.4 – Trip Extension (TIS) Functional Flowchart 

 

 TRIP EXTENSION (TIS)
TI

S-
8

TI
S-

9

TIS-8

 User wants to
extend the Trip?

YES

- Additional Duration

Trip Extension Criteria Selection

Trip Extension Request Initiated
Var: Extensions_Nb += 1

NO
(70%)

YES

NO

YES

YES

YES

NO

      NO
NO

Reservation.Additional_Time = Potential_Additional_Time

If Current_Reservation.Vehicle_Type = 
Next_Reservation_Vehicle_Type?

Next_New_Reservation[] = set of reservation 
where Vehicle_Type matches the current one

If at least 1 Vehicle already 
available at same station?

If Current_Reservation.Final_Time + Additional_Time <= 
Next_New_Reservation[].Start_Time?

Computes Potential_Additional_Time Possible 
between Current & Next Reservations

If Potential_Additional_Time >= 15 mn?

Next_New_Reservation[] = set of all reservations 
where Vehicle_Type is not specified

Reservation.Final_Time += Additional_Time

Trip Extension Granted
Var: Extension_Granted += 1

Trip Extension Denied
Var: Extension_Denied += 1

TED-10
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Appendix C.5 – Trip End (TED) Functional Flowchart 

 

 TRIP END (TED)
TE

D
-1

0

YES

NO

If Member 
arrives late?

Reservation.Status = Completed
Reservation.Final_Time = TNOW

Reservation.Total_Duration = TNOW-Reservation.Total_Duration

Apply Appropriate 
Penalties to Late Member

Trip Completion
Var: Extension_Granted += 1

Member Takes the car back to the original station

Var: Late_Trip_Arrivals +1

TED-10
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APPENDIX D – PILOT REGION’S STUDY: TEST SCENARIOS OUTPUT METRICS SUMMARY 

Appendix D.1 – Pilot Region Study: Scenario A 
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Appendix D.2 – Pilot Region Study: Scenario B 
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Appendix D.3 – Pilot Region Study: Scenario C 
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Appendix D.4 – Pilot Region Study: Scenario D 
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